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■ OUTLINE OP -THESIS.
I. Introduction.
A. Statement of Problem.
1. Social Significance ©f Problem.
a. The Mcder-b World a complex of'Suman Relatlonahlpa.
. ^ (1) Increailng cempl^Jtlty of civlll-zatlon with
^ Increaaed number .of human aontaata.
(§)■ Modern Inventlona affecting '.tranaportatlen 
And ,oaae of ccmmunlcatlnn tend to make human 
ccntacta more Intimate.(3) ^Economic development involving greater inter­
dependence in every-day life.
b. Inevitable Influence of peraoria on -character of 
their fellow men.
(1) Individual attltudea toward common problem!
^ of life reflected In the group.
(2) Happlneaa In life largely dependent on 
■pleaaant awaeclationa witK fellow men.
C3) Human "tendency t© conatantly paaa judgment 
on conpanlona and fellow workera*.V
s
c. ProMoms of SeClal' Life, Sow beat ^t© adjuat 
Peracnalitlea In the Intereata of Peace 'and ?§rmony to the gr©ate»t number.
(1) ' Bystema of government dependent on peraonal
adjuatraent to eatabllahed law.(2) -.Community ©r 'nat'lon-eatabli-ahea meana for
harmonloua living through regulation of 
personal characteristics a'mong Individuals.
(3) Adjustment of Jnte'rnatlonal Relatlonahlpa 
essentially rests back on Individual character 
traits.
d. Modern Social Problem! depend for solution upon 
development of.desirable character traits among 
Individuals.
- (1) Problems of home life.
(2) Problems of Inductrl'al life.
(S') Problems of Community relationships.
i
2* Educational Significance ©f P-roblem*
a. Aim ©f all Education t© affect Character.(1) Materlali ©f education relate^ te. life
experience. ’ *
(9)Methed ef education aim* te bring contr©!
• Int© experience..
(3) Experience deal* fundamentally wlth- 
character.
b. Modern Education" a child-centered precoi*.
(DSeek* t© make explicit in the life ©f 
the child that which may be. implicit.
(2) 'R©c«gnltien ef fact that the child bring*
hi* whole nature to *chool. )
(3) Hablt formation dependept On oaaentlal character trait**'for permanent effectivenCaa
c. The Educator muat be able t© judge and Eatlmate 
character.(1) Problem* of* the achoolreom which relate 
t© peraonalltlea..’(2)lndivl’dual difference* to be accounted for 
in type* of learning. '
<3) Problem ef tranafer. of training ha© poaltlve 
^application a* character trait* are related 
to habit-formation.
3. Religleu* Significance of" Problem-.
a. Relatioriahlp to Hlatoric Development of ^
' Chriatianl'ty.
(1) Boaring ef teaching* of Chriat on Christian 
.Character,.(2) Hlstoric achievement In early Chriatlanity
a record of attainment of Christian virtue*.
b. Relatlonahlp to Application of Religleu* Ideal*.
(1) Christianity fundamentally a **Way of Life”. 
.|2) Chriatlanity effective in practice only 
as it develop* desirable character.
(3) The practice 'Of Christian living ha*
’ fended to develop recognized Christian 
virtue*.
c. Relationship te .Christian Principle*.
(1) Prlnclple of we'pahlp.
(2) Prlnclple of service.
B. Limitation* of the Problem, 
li :Llmltafcian In^'Sfiope.
a. Deal* with selected character-tralta, rather 
than with all trait* desirable for a well- 
balanced Personality.
b. Deal! eapeclalXy with th«se tralta which are 
related t® the de.vslepment ef Chrlatlan Charapt^oP*
c. Further limited-1® analysis 9f characterVtralta
which maybe deacrlbed In eh jectlve. termi^ ®f 
habit action! • 5
2. Limitation! in Method of'Securing Dect^'c
- \a. Uae of a -aubjeotive-mean! -for ae^ring data 
to be uaed to galrr'objective mea-aurement.
b. Difficulty of aecurtng adequate definition of 
term! to be uaed.
c. A compoalte Judgment the neare.at appr.oach to 
abaolute accuracy In aelectlen of tralta t® be 
meaaured.
3. Limitation In aelectlen of Experliriental Subject!.
a. ^lAmlted'to uae among atudenta of High School age 
Chufch and Week Day School! of 'Religion.
b. ^rtheb limited) to-uae among thoae aub-jecta 
having a background of jellgloda training.
C. General Aaaumptlona. . -
1. Irrelevant Pactere will l^affect reahlta .of experiment
a. Matui*tnty .of pupl'la. ' ^
b. Curricula material!:.
c. Outalde l^rifluencea of heme and achool.
2. That a School of Rellgioua Education -will aim to
r-
dlroctly train for Chrlatlan Character.
a. Aim of aubject matter.
b. Direction of extrarCpri^lculor* actlvltlea.
c. Deali^ed. outcemea In torma ef character tralta.
Summary of Chapter.
__________________ tU ‘  _______
II. Hlftery af the Methods of Character* Measurement*
A. Methods used by Primitive People*
1. Metlieds" of‘Magic*
a* Conquest o^ physical world made man preemlnant
b. Sense ©f achievement directed attention to
* ^ * 
traits useful In Achieving such success*
c. Man-to-man confllilt gave recognition of 
Individual superiority*
2. The Use of Divination*
a. Superiority of certain Individuals over others 
recognized In exaggerated fashlen.-
b. Established a certain confidence In qualities 
of Individual character*
3. The Use o'f Astrology*
a* Its method and use in early times, 
b. Eallacies In regard to human progress,
B. The Method o'f Phrenology,
1. An attempt to build up a Science of Conduct
a. The work of Pranz Joseph Gall,
b* His Influence on his contemporaries.
2. Contributions of Phrenology.
a. Led to a clearer understanding of human 
development.
b. Was a forecast of modern Behavioristic 
Paychoaegy.
3. Pallsolee cCf ^Cl-grlmg- of sPlare^ol-ogy
a. Prom standpoint of Physiology.
b. Prom standpoint of ‘Psychology.
C. 'The Ub^ tjf ^ ^
<i• ^ I* A puji'ely ittjserSitlous metlioa.
a. Use su;ggestr bjsllbf that physical traits 
determine cha^acter^
b. Method' succeeds largely through use of 
suggestion and appeal to emotion of subject.
^ ■2i PallaclesT'
’’ t
a. Gives opportunity '^br ^exploitation of the
ignorant* "
‘ »>
hi Maked real character analysis practically 
impossibility.
D. Methods of- Personal Judgment* ^
1. Handwriting ad’“lt Denotes Character‘TrAlts.
a. Use of’this method claims cot^roclatlon
between types of'handwriting and^traits 
of character. -
b. Evalifatlbn' of fiowney ”Wlll-Profile" Testa^
6. ul'Sftlblsirts i
d. Oohblu^lpna*" ’ - ’ -v . ^
2-'Th8 Personal Interview'.'
a. Claims correlation between physical, mental, 
and charaotOr-tralts^ ' -
hi 'Ijlinitations o'f this -niethoai
c. 'Values' in use of Ifotervldw'.
di Conclualoha* " < -
3. Summary-of Chapter.
V
III. The Development and Use of Character Rating Scales-.
A* General History of the .l^evelppment*
1. The Elliot ^Rating Scale.
a. Aim an^ jjurpose of scale'.
b. Method of procedure.<v
c. Evaluation.
2. Development of Rating Scale by Boyce.
р. Limited number of traits used.
b. Method of use entirely subjective.
. c. Evaluation.
^ * 1 X3. Development, of the Man-to man Comparison Sacle.
a. Description, of the scale.
b. Attempt at Objective standard of measurement.,
e. Eyaluatlon.
■4. The Development and Use of the Afmy Rating Scale.
a. Description of process of development.
b. Method of use.
с. Evaluation.
The Use of the Character Rating Scale in Business Corporations.
1. Use as a basis for Selection of best equipped 
Workmen.
a. Use of the subjectively developed scale.
b. Use of the man-to-man comparison scale.
2. u&e as a basis for Promotion and Demotion.
a. -Assumption that character analysis denotes 
efficiency In execution of work.
b. Assumption that character traits may be selected 
denoting flttness to assume nesponslbllity.
Ti
C. The Use of the Uharact'er Ratliag Scale lii'Effecting 
Educational Progress'. - * -
■1. The Ratlhg^Scale a =P&^Be of the Heasureraent
Movement In Educatlhii. * v ‘ ' . -
a. Need 'fOr a Qualitative as well as a quantitive
measurement.' ^ ‘ *
b. Rating scales a natural =4evelppcment lA progress 
* tdwa-rd- Improvement In' educatlona-l method-.
,2. The Develcfpmeht of-Rating Scares for t^e Pi^nmotlon 
v’of'T^eacher Efflclenhy*.
•a. USe of Teachef Rating SOSETes'by tlje Su;^rvisor«
b. use of se'lf-rat'ing'-flpales' ftfr the promotfon 
tf-{)i*o^eS:fllonal skill.
c. Use of fating scales In^effectlAg changes In
cufrlcnlum reconstruOtl&nr - ' \ ^
-3. ThO Gfiassell^Upton ^dalq-s for Measuring the Importance 
of .Gbod Citizenship. ^ t-
‘a. Purpose of’ the’^S'cales^. . " ^ ^ ■*
b. ^Method of use.
■■'o. Evaluation. - - V ov
4. The Mendenhall Saif-M4a6ufement Scale fnr Use of
High SchoOl“Puplls.*‘ ' .
■a. Purpose of the'Scale.
b. De'Seflptloii'crf Sdale*'^ ^
c. Evaluation. *
5. SuffliBiify of Chapter*" .-
i til
IV. The Place of Character-Analysis In Religious Education.
A. Relation to Underlying Philosophy of Personalism..
1. The Universe viewilas a Society of Persona upder 
Leadership of -a Supreme Creative Person.
a. .Created by an intelligent God, the human Person
shares In that Intelligence.
b. An intelligent -person living in oomfnumion with/ ' ' *■
his God may share In determining "his own Character. 
Implied relationship to the Creator makes 
possible the attainment of'a God-llke character.
2. Personality Implies Power.
a. Human consciousness an Inner creative force..
b. Freedom of choice makes self-deteminatlbn 
possible.
c. Self-determination on a high level makes for 
attainment of Ideal for Christian <?ltlzenship-.
3. Personality Implies Obligation.
a. Obligation to*self-control and self-mastery.
b. Obligation to live In achord with personal high 
ideals.
c. Obligation to llve.rlghtepusly with other persons.
' d. .Obligation to influence character of others.a' .. ..
4. #©rs(5hality Impllea Prog-resa.
a. Human character may develop capacity for 
consistent progress toward perfection.
b. The range of possibi'fity In character achieve­
ment infinite in extent.
c-ff Progress in moral and spiritual development a 
positive achievement.
xm
B. Relation or Chara,ct>r Ana^lysls to Prlftciple^ of-^lf- 
Psychology. ^
1. Rftc.ognlttcn o%^^lFutidaraental Importance self-
conscloushesa. _ , ^ ,
a*. ^Powers and poBslbtllttea of human consciousness 
.b. Relajtlonshij) between consciousness and behavior
2. Recognition, nf the Unity of Consciousness.
a. All consciousness Is self-experlence_.
b. The .self finds 'expression through modes of 
behavior^
c. seif. Psychology accounts for a theory- of Values
3. Self.-Psychology Makes Use of the Method of Intro­
spection.
a. -"The value of purposive self-analysis..
b. The attainment of definite ends relative to 
purpose of conscious self.
c. Dangers In use of Introspection.
GT. Relationship of Character analysis to a theory of 
Religious .Education.
1. The alms of Religious Education.
a. Conscious self-control in experience.
b. Progress toward .attainment of recognized Ideals
2. The Task of Religious Education—Character building.
aa The educational program Is In Interest of 
moral and Spiritual conduct.




^ D. The Special Application of Character Analysis to Needs 
and Capacities of High School Agft Pupils.
1. Ability to anai^Bk in terms, of ideals ecnS standards.
a. Tendency to introspection needs direction andI?
training.
b. Ability to'make, concrete appllbation of an 
. abstract principle.
2. Rell^ous Development finds greatest Normal
-at this Age.
a. Age of Joining Church.
b. . Need for tratnlhg in functions of‘^religious
living..
• t
3. Summary of Chapter.
y. The Construction of A Character Self-Rating Scale for Sigh 
School Students.
A. Collection of Data.
■ 1. Seir-Analysis made by High School Pupils.
2. Analysis made by Parents.
3. Analysis made by teachers.
B. Definition of. Character Traits.
1. Tabulation according to general frequency.
2. Condensation of Terms.
3. Definition of traits in accord Nlth most objective 
meaning.
C. Verification of Traits selected.
1. Comparison with trclts selected hy similar method 
among children of 4th,5th, and 6th grades.
X
2, Comparison .with traits as listed by Character 
'Education Movement* *
D. Construction of Short Scales*
1. Character traits as defined, broken up Into ten or 
twelve modes of hab:lt actions likely to be understood 
by this age group.
2. Scale of measurenfent in .at least five points' in 
terms of qualitative measurement.
^ 3. Weighting of units of measurement In numbers which
will give a quaritlts:tlve score*
4. Arrangement of short scales In such form that they 
may be used SO^jaratOly 6r consecutl’^ely.
5. Method of’TTSe of'Scale* iii'Religious. Education.
6. Summary of Chapter. ^
^X.An Experiment.
A. StatemenJ of Problems.
1. Reason i^r rOlevahcy.of Problems. ^
2. The Problem Stated".
B. Description of Experimental Method.
1. Experimental Factors. ^ '
2. Limitations of Experimental^ Problems..
* 4.
3. Selection of Experimental Subjects.
Initial and Pinal Tests.
5. Brief Analysis of Local Situation.
C. Subject Matter as used.
1- freilminary Periods.
2. Lesjaon Plans-
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THE USE OP THE CHAHAC'lER RATING SCALE IN EPpiCTING DESIRABLE 
CONDUCT ON T^E PART OP HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS OP 
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION..
INTROrUCTION AND STATEMENT OP PROBLEM,
The American nation has maintained its ideal for democracy 
throu^ recognition of the fact that intelligence, together 
with moral integrity, functions in the maintainence of the 
democratic state. There are at the present time, certain in­
dications which show that large numbers of our citizens are 
unable to meet successfully the increasing demands of our 
industrial, social and political life. We have^no reason to 
doubt the intelligence of our citizenship, and yet we must 
insistently ask,- What has brought about this condition which 
amounts almost to a-n impassein citizenship?
A century ago the leadership of the world was occupied 
with a struggle .for the mastery of nature through knowledge.
That aim has been wonderfully accomplished, and we ac&nowledge 
the power of the intelligence which has wrought such miracle.
It would seem that we now’ have more knowledge than we have 
moral-and spiritual force with which to vitalize^ and to aaaim- 
ilate'-it >to the end of a higher and better moral orde.r. Thus 
far'the genius of man's mind has largely been drected out­
wardly upon the world of things and little attention has been 
given constructively toward the making of better social con­
ditions. it would seem that the time has come when men of 
science must direct or turn inwardly, a large part of the genius 
which has-been expended on the wd-rld of nature, and give attention
2
to the world of persona to the end that a better condition 
of society may exist.
It is for the purpose df dealing with the more personal 
elements in moral and spiritual culture that this thesis is 
proposed, and the problem stated,- Will the use of the character 
rating scale effect desirable conduct on the part of High 
School students of Religious Education?
Religious Education is^ vitally cmcerned with the moral 
and spiritual development of Christian character. ' We define 
as moral, those characteristics which have to do with the 
purely ethical aspects of character; and we define as spiritual 
those characteristics which have to do with the religious 
elements of human^nature. By the term "character" we mean 
those qualities which are peculiar to an individual, as 
evidenced by his objective reaction bo other persons in his 
environment, together with the Inner subjective drive which 
furnishes motive for objective reactions. The term "personality" 
may be used synomously with charac.ter. We assume that 
character Is subject to the law of development, and that the 
constituting of character is a continuous process.
It is the purpose of this thesis to inquire into the 
possibility of use oS the method of character analysis by 
means of the rating scale in effecting desirable change in 
character as evidenced through conduct. We propose to accom­
plish this by: (1) showing the social, ed'ucatlonai and religious 
significance of the problem in relation to modem life; (2) 
by an historical survey of methods of character analysis ;
(3) by a survey -of .the development and'use of character 
■rating scales; (4) by a statement of the underlying phil­
osophy, psychology and Religious pedagogy whi'oh would vail 
date such a method; (5) by the construction of character 
rating scales for use In Religious Education; and (6) by 
the description and analysis, of an experiment showing the 
use of the rating scale, with statistical data supporting 
definite conclusions.
•asii




THE RELATION OP CHARACTER ANALYSIS TO PROBLEMS OjP MODERN LIFE.
1, Social Signlflcafice of the Problem.
The modem world a complex of human relationships.
Science and invention have tended to bring human beings into
closer relationship and have Intensified human power. A
recent writer states in this corwiection:
'^Telescopes and microscopes have increased the power of 
our ^yes, telephones have stretched our hearing to,some three 
thousand miles; telegraphs have made our voices sound around 
the earth; locomotive nd steamship li-nes , better than seven 
league boots 6f ancient fable have multiplied the speed and 
power of our feet; the French big guns have elongated the 
blows of our fists from two feet to twenty-five miles. Man 
never had such a body since the world began. The age ^of the 
giants was as nothing coinpared to this.” 1
All this makes inevitable the closeness of human contacts 
and the resulting importance of the impact of. life upon life. 
Intimacy of contact makes emphatic the qualitacive or char­
acter side of human life. The economic development resulting 
from the achievements of science and invention has mdde the 
independence of the individual gradually more Impossible.
Modem mantis dependent on his fellows for existence Itself, 
in the nevessary provision for his physical welfare. Because 
of this fact, he must needs modify his conduct to a certain 
extent, for the sake of the group which furnishes him with 
the necessities of life.
It is a mere tru4.sni to state that the character of one 
individual influences the character of another. The plasticity 
of the human mind is such that ideasand attitudes may be readily
1 T&e rersonalist. VoIV. 'n6".4, Oct. 1924
-H. Osborne, Ryder>- A De-^Personallzed World.
5
transfered from mind f'o mind", and there is pos.albly a common
\
or grou^ attitude toward a problem which becomes feabwn as it«>*
is reflected by the individual, it is thus that .social 
customs are perpetuated, and harraoriious conditions are estab­
lished for the happiness of the individual who is largely 
dependent upon pleasant associations with his fellow rte-n.- 
It naturally follows that there O a characteristic tendency 
among persons, to pas^ .fudgment- on the 'idea^, attitudes and 
ccnduct of companions and fellow-workers.
put of the socio-economie situation in our modem life, 
arises the questlcn as to human adjustments,- how may we
^ m
best adjust human personalities in the interest of peace and 
harmopy to tlie greatest number of persons? History has
' *'• * .g
shown us that systems of government are dependent on personal 
adjustments to established law, and that democracy is^ based 
on self-control, gnl^rson said-; "Character is moral order
seen thrcxugh the. medium of 'an "individual nature.... Men of
character are the ccnsciehce of the soc=iety to which, they 
belong."
It is for ttois reason that the community or nation
♦ • •
establishes certain means 'for harmonious living, through the 
regulation of personal characteristics among individuals-.
a?he most significant problem of our day is that of bring­
ing order out of chaos and harmony out of discord in our 
international relationships.. This can never be effected by 
force. It must be^ effected by way ^f moral an3' spiritual^ 
principle's worked out through-the medium of human character
6
and conduct at its best; It is not- a matter for hasty or 
unintelligent action. *"lf a man’s ac.ticns are not guided 
by thoughtful c oihlus i cns, thb~y'are guided by inconsiderate' 
impulse,, unbalanced ap'petite,- caprice, or’the ci-rcumstahoes 
of the moment"!
Speaking more specifically, we ra'ay say that the social 
problems of modem life depend for solution upon the devel­
opment 'of desirable character traits among individuals. The
f
problems of'home li'fe are es-pecially significant^ Jn the words' 
of a recent'writ er;
"In the complex Amertca of this century, an ever increasing 
proportion- of the children are not subjected to the family 
training that-was possible* when We were a people "living on 
farflis and in small villages. Teachers need to recognize that 
"they cannot c'cunt on home training at all. in the ‘many caaes 
in which it still operates, it will be a welcome and valuable 
addition to their efforts." 2
If'the' foregoing staV^ent is true, then the problem of 
improvement of .our Childhood and youth in the home 'is a very 
serious one. The large number of domestic problems which are 
brought to our law courts for settlement would indicate that 
character adjustment has serious implications in the modern 
home. Practically every problem of home .life at the present 
time may find solution in the development of those desirable 
character traits which are needed for harmonious living to-^ 
gether, ^ ^ _
1. Dewey, John',- how we Think. Page ^ ^ ^
2, Education ,-Vol 45, no,.3, Nov. 1924
Rich, Stephen ff.- A Constructive Program for^Moral
and Oivic Habit Formation.-
7
■Likewise, the problem^ of Industrial life find solutlcn
I
In the development of character traits among individuals.
Almost every form of labor difficulty results from the Lnability 
of individuals to adjust their personal habits, attitudes 
and ideas for the good of the group. Unless the creative 
.genius of man can subordinate the labor of hand and brain 
to his personality, we shall not have made a real advance in 
civilization.
In community life the problem of personal relationships 
is acute, because the "welfare of all is'at the mercy of each."'
We must develop character training in order to save society.
"The greatest danger to individual and social welfare 
comes froti the betra'yal of trusts. It is the business of organ­
ized society to protect itself and its weaker members from 
betrayal at the hands of those who are both strong and selfish.
.........If the training of future citizens in the use of these
instrumentalities (upon which freedom, justice and progress 
depend), is left to chance, each succeeding generaticn will 
drift with the current of its own times. If it is neglected, 
popular governtrent will be in danger of destruction by the very 
individualism democracy has set free." 1
2, Educational Significance of the Problem.
I It is the fundamental aim of all education to-develop
citizensh ip-by means of well-balanced character. This aim may
be traced to earliest tlaes. Q,uintelllan , one of the ablest of
the Roman Schoolmaste-rs 3aid,9-"Let hifn that is skilled in teaching
asce’rtalB, first' of-all, when a boy is intrusted to him, hla
ability and dispo*^3iti oh#........Wbe'n a tutor has observed
these indications of disposition and ability let his next
consider how the mind of this pupil is to be managed." 2
1. Voelker, Paul P.,- I'he Function of Ideals in Social Education.
page 2
2, Monroe, Cyclopedic of Education, Artiele-Character
page 121
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All da»vn tnrough'^ the.ages, the ai'na of education althou^ 
ffariou3l-y stated, point to the same objective.
Education progresses by use of n^terials which relate to 
life' experiences. The best in the progressive experiences 
of the race are transmitted vicariously throu^ the medium 
of history and literature, and other material which furnish 
means of adjustment in actual life situations are provided 
by the school.
The TTBthod of educatlm makes use of a controlled situation 
which rests upon an underlying aim,- to in^troduce control 
into experience. This control is effected through the conscious 
will of the child, made habitual thrcagh responses in varying 
life situations. Experience deals fundamentally with cjiaracter. 
we can conceive of very few life situations which are not 
directly or indirectly bound up with the interactions of 
human character.
Modern education is a child-centered process in distinction 
to earlier education which was curriculum-centered, It regards 
the qualities or attributes which make for character.as 
implicit in the child. These qualities are to become explicit 
through experience, motivated and directed through the 
educational process.
The modem view in e due at ion .has resulted fretn the recog­
nition of the fact that the child brings his whole nature to 
school. He is an intelligent social and moral being, entitled 
to the development of his full powers. Thus we find the 
standards o^f society reflected'in ,the schoolroom, Dewey says;
9
" ........Helping others, instead of being a form of charity
which impoverishes ’the recipient is simply an aid in getting 
free the powers of furthering the impulse of the one helped.
A spirit of free c onrounidati on, of exchange of ideas and 
expe^riencea becomes the dominating note in the recitation.
So far as .emulation enters in, it is the ccmparison of indiv­
iduals, not with regard to the quantity of information per- 
scnally Absorbed,, but with reference to the "quality of wOrk 
done,-the genuine community standard of value.
In measuring‘up to a standard of values, the child must 
form specific habits which are dependent on certain essential 
character traiits for permanent effectiveness. For example, we 
eannot expect a child to form habits of study, unless he is 
persevering, dependable, accurate, and honest in his character. 
The educator as he assumes charge of tte schoolroom must be 
able to judge and to estimate character. Even in the nechanical 
duties of school life, such as the details of ’adminiatrati on 
require, the teacher must recognize the power of personality 
which cannot be reduced to mechanical exactness, but must 
nevertheless be evaluated. Problems of schoolroom discipline 
are problems of personality'adjustment.
The method to be 'used in the schoolroom must take into- 
account individual differences among pupils. The fact that 
human individuals differ so widely in traits of character, 
and in ability has long entered into the theoretical aspects 
of the learning process* According to ThorndIke ,-"lndividua 1& 
differ in whatever trait of intellect or characteristic is 
examined. Variations from ordinary, common or typical man 
range continuously to such estreames as appear in the idiot 
and the genius, or in a Nero and a Lincoln.”^
1. Dewey^ John,- The "^c^tTo^i and Society, page^3
2, Thorndike, Edward L.>- Ind ivj.dual ity, Chap.111. page 52
la
An educational problem which has always been widely 
discussed, is the problem of transfer of lea,rning. This prob­
lem is seen when the questin is asked,- How much of ti^ 
disciplinary value derived from one school subject may be 
transfered by the pupil to another subject unlike irt content.
The older theory in education claimed that certain school 
subjects were valuable for the-ir disciplinary contribution. 
Considerable^ research and experimental work has- led modera 
leaders in educaticn to some rather definite conclusi'jonff in 
this regard, Thorndike in his "Principles of Teaching" gives 
The followitg"Summary at the end of a chapter on Formal Discipline
"Training the mind means the development of thousands 
of particular independent capacities, the for^itation of 
countless habits, for the working of any mental capacity 
depends upon the concrete date with which it works. Improve­
ment of, any one mental function or activity will Improve 
others only i'n''so far as they possess elements common to 
it also. The amount of Identical elements in different mental 
functions and the amount of’general influence from special 
training are much less than common opinion supposes. The 
most common ‘and surest scurae of general improvement of a 
capacity la to train it in many particular connections.
"Do not rely dn any-general mental improvement as a result 
of your teaching unless you have, actual evidence of it.
Teach nothing me rely because of its disciplinary value, but 
teach everything so as to geT: w^at disciplinary value it does 
have. Cdffsider in the case ’of every subject what ideas and 
habits of attitude and'-mdthod the subject should develop that 
will be of general influence. After securing these ideas and 
habits in the special subject, give abundant practice in 
applying them to other fields. The price of the acquisition 
of general power is eternal vigilance in the formation of 
particular habits. The special training that is of greatest 
value in and of itself will conmonly al.ao possess sufficient 
disciplinary value." ^
It would seem therefore, that if formal discipline or 
transfer of training is to have any place in tte education
1. Thorndike, Edward L.,- The Principles of Teaching, p. 248
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of youth it must ^'qnotton throu^ those qualities of 
character which are us^d in habit formation. Formal 
discipline has always made^use of character traits, and 
the degree to which disciplinary values are to be conserved 
in our school systems in the future, will depend largely 
on the use of consciously soq^t character traits. Thus, 
habits of perseverance, industry, thorou^ness etc.beccme 
fixed, and may carry over into,all parts ofochool life’ 
and finally out into all phases of life Itself.
‘3• Religious Significance of the Problem.
Rellfion results fron the establishment of certain relation 
ships between a god or gods and the human being. The Christian 
religion has resulted because of relationships established 
between God the Heavenly Father and man whom he has created, 
thrcu^ the Incarnation of the Divine Son, Jesus Christ. 
Christianity is a way of life-, and involves rela,ti onsh ipa 
on the one hand to God,' the Divine Father, ard oh the other 
hand to fellowmen or a world of persois.
The religious significance of the problem finds its first 
point of contact as it traces the historic development of 
Christianity. Jesus Christ in Hia life amcxig men on the 
earth, gave the supreme Ideal for character. In His life 
may be seen an epitome of human and divine virtue. He tau^t 
that by doing the will of God, men ccme to Imow God ard to 
be like Him, Practically all of the teachings of Jesus deal 
with some phase of character and conduct. The Sermon on the 
Mount has been called the "Constitution of the Kingdom of God" 
because it sets forth living principles to be applied to 
personal relationships among men. "i am come that ye might
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have life, an3 that ye. ml^'t have'l t more'abundantly" Is Hi‘s 
own statement in regard to His mission. Thus the aburidafit 
life becomes the goal for personal achievement in Christianity,
The early days of Christianity 'severely tested the'character 
of the followers of Christ. Established in a pagan wcpld by 
men of every trade and occupation, and of'every order in 
society, it defied persecution and rebuff of every kind.- The 
fact that it became a world .power in a relatively abort time 
was due to its transforming influence in the lives -of men.
The progress of early Chri stiarrit y may be noted' as a record 
of the attainment of Christian virtues.
The problem which we have stated bears a distinct *re latlon- 
sbip to the application of Christian virtues. Christianity 
is a "way of life." In that life, normally there can be no 
place which is remote from personality. Christianity is possible 
to the world through the love o.f a personal God for His ■ 
children, made concret.e in the life of'Jesus Christ, who chose 
to live a life among.men oh the e-arth. Christianity is* as 
it was in the beginning, strtvlng'^o live as" Jesus tau^t 
men to live, and fecti ve only as Christian virtues are
developed in tti e personal life. The recognVtion of certain 
a^irtues as relatively more' desirable then others has cone 
about as these qualities have becane full' of meaning, ard 
■they have' been classified according't'o* the type of conduct 
in which they eventuate.
The--prino-lple -of wor3hi;p--tnhe-reiit“-ln~the- Chri3tia-n"reTig'‘ioh
is based on the. values to he derived Jlrom. inte3;:-|:qiatt ons between 
God and man.
According to Dr. B-rightman, worship ccnsists of four elements,- 
reverent contemplation, revelatfon, communion and fruition,! 
thrbu^ each of these stages the element of personal character 
is' highly important. Reverent c oh tern pi at i cn can best be effected 
through the method of introspection, which is ess-ehtia ily a 
peraonallstic method. As wojr^hip moves on throu^ revelation 
to fruition, it finds definite attainment in -the possession 
of spiritual "fruits*'- such as,- love, peace, joy, 'Which are 
“realized both, s ubjectively, in the c ons c i ou ffne as of the in- 
dividual, and objectlvely*ln the expression ^of his character 
“in the affairs of life aijiong men,
Christianity is not a-religion of mere platitudes, but is 
a religion of active, perscnal relationships, and on'l^ as 
such may it fulfill its tun&tion. It cannot operate through 
mebhanical plans or devices, but functions through the exalta­
tion of personality, motivated by the generation of Christian 
feeling, in the human hea^pt to the expression, of good-will 
among men, -Growth in'the Christ-ian religion means knowledge 
about God, love for'God, and one's felldwmenj thd acquiring of 
certain attitudes and ideals with reference to it, and acquiring 
skill in acting with reference to these ideals of love and 
good will. Wherever tltere is growth there may he seen differences 
of degree of qi:pa:rf%v In our da'y, in a complex world of social 
relationships, differences of degree are highly important. If 
therefore, religion is to function as a power for righteousness, 
it must know how to rate or classify its product.
1* from lecture,- Philosophy of Worship, Peb 2, 192'5,
Dr. s. Brightman, King^s ^^apel, Bostcn.
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LlTTiltatlons of.the Problem,,
In attempting the solution of any problem of a non-technical 
nature, there are certain .limitations Inherenrt in the problem 
itself or in its possible solution under given circumstances.
We therefore take account of the following limitations*
m
1. Limitaticn in scope.
The statement of the problem w-ould, suggeat that it^deala 
wi ba all traits desirable fora well-balanced character:. This 
study does not attempt such an exhaustive treatnent. It deals 
with certain^ selected traits, particularly those which may 
be objectively defined witb reference to’ conduct, and ^re 
therefore capable of some degree of objective me.asurenent*
The study will deal especially with- thos'e traits which 
are related to the development of Christian charactersince 
the use of the resulting method of measuremen’t is intended 
for Religious Educa.tion. This study will be further ilmited 
to -the analysis of those Christian Character traits which 
may be ^described in objective terms of habit reactions, or 
conduct. This limitation is imposed because of the fact that 
in religious education we deal with spiritual factors arid 
ideal values, not all of which are^-capable of scientific measure-■k *
ment. We are a-lso limited because of language difficulty which 
makes exact definition of certain cliarsote'’ products impossible.
2, Limitation in Method of Seouring Bate.
|here has not yet been devised n method of securing 
an objective criteria for the enumeration of character qualities. 
It is therefore necessary tha t a- subjective method be used
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in^^aecuring d-ata for the making' of the rating scale's. This
** *' ? *■ { ■ I >5 • .method will be subject to all the Inaccuracies resulting
* /> ^" .* ■*from personal judgment, ana ,'in this instance, largely 
the judgment of' immature persons. d?he date wi^ll thus be 
limited bacause of the inadequacy of vocabulary^ to expf^bss 
ideas and’emotions, and of the inability to recogni-ze all 
the elements that should be accounted for in' human character.
Dirficulty in defining terms used in character analysis 
constitutes one real limitation in the use of this method.
Even ‘among mature persons of experience having a fair gene’^ra 1 
education, the-'-task of defining terms would a.^efy small
degree bf agreement in c lassi'ficat i'on or- refineme^n"b of'^mSaning. 
Research with a view of finding ‘a’ crH.tfei?^a fbr definit"i6n frofn 
books on. religion and ethics by' a large numbed of leaders in 
these fields does not' aiford a hi^ degree of agreement.
The absolute reliability of hum.an judgment in. reaching 
a tfcnc lus ion in regard t’d personal traits is recognfzed ""as 
.limited, and’ there-fore; tnaamuch ^s tW selection of traits 
for mea'surement is 'based on a composite judgment , it will 
be limited in accuracy as well as in'scope,
The use of the.'C'haracler Rating scale’whe’n“de\/eloped will 
be largely liifiited ’’to. students 'of High School age, £n 
Church and.WedkBay Sctiool oi’Religious Education. This 
limitation is proposed that the‘ Church may make a special 
attempt to analyze'and measure character with' reference to- - 
its own standards of ccnduct.
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general Asaumptlone,^
There are certain general asa-opaptlona whic'i need* to he
made In Regard to this' prhhlem:
1* That the Church* and Week Bay School la primarily a place 
for the‘training*and UneuloatiOn of (Jhrisfian character" 
of a quality which "wirr^serv^ to make religion fundtioh " ^ - 
in* everyday life in a vafie-tjT of situations requiring an 
ethical and spiritual;coh^eloushesa of values.
2. That' the reaponsihllity of the Church and Week Bay"
School In equiplhfe- Its" students'wi'th pur^osaa ania technique 
for the acquiring of desifabie* traits "of'character ‘is un­
questioned, and that a-method'^which makes use pf ^hosa ' 
character qualities, J's generally considered as important to 
Christian citizenship will be accorded a place in the 
general method of Heligious Education.
3. That present day demands of social' life require that -there 
be a certain 'recognized excellence of moral and spiritual 
attainment In'character, as reflected in habitual corlduot
j
in varying life situations.
4. -That the content of curriculum material used in such schools 
deals with.ideass, attitudes and Ideals relating to Chris- 
tian Character, and Is designed to set forth principles
to be applied in daily living.
5. Slnoe we find that the aim of subjedt matter and discipline 
in Beliglous Education are directed^ toward posl-tlve results 
in character-building, we may also-expect to find that
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axtra-eurrioular activities will tend to produce like -results, 
and will tend tb bd and to the use of the Character Bating 
Scale* 4ny .activity which has a social service emphasis will
m -e* '
^ directly effect some reaction in character* '
. - — . r ’ . ^ - - .'
6# ^at the desired outcomes in Christian Education are stated/ , — ' ^
^ ^ to*
in terms of character- and personality attainment as evidenced 
in ideals, attitudes and conduct in life among Individuals, 
and we may therefore asetuse that any means of promoting such 
developement has a legitimate place in Religious Education.
7. That the greatest values to be derived from any use of char­
acter analysis are over and above schoolroom practice or any 
formal ^stem of rating In itself, reaching out Into all 
pluses of life and affecting both the individual and society.
SUiniARY Off CHAPTEHl I*
In this .chapter we have stated the problem with which the 
Christian educator is faced in a modern world of complex rela­
tionships, with reference to character and conduct,- and have 
found its bearing on four aspects of life;
(1) Its Social significance and. the problem of making adjust­
ments between persona in the interests of 'the greatest 
good to the largest number of people. 
iZ) Its Educational significance and the recogni.tion of the
duty of the educator to judge, evaluate and constructively 
build character among children and youth.
('3') Its Religious si^hifioance with reference to the religion 
of Christianity, and the achievement of a Christian way 
of life in a society of Christian citizens.
The limitations of the problem have been stated as to scope, 
method of securing data, and the use to which the Rating
16
Beala will be put in. a school of Religious Educ^tloa*
Ceirtaln general asstmaptlons on which- tha problem is baaefi- 
have beao stated showing the justification for the use of- this 
method of charheter analysis, and the relationship of its uaa 
to the task of Religious Educatlcrn*
CHAPITER II*
A' HISTORY OF METHODS OF’'CHARACTER RATIHG'*
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CHAPTER II.
■5 HISTORY OP THE METHODS OP: CHARACTER-MBASU-R^M: .
Before a diapaasion of-character analyaier'oari Be inteili- 
gently parried on, it la neqepsary tpat oeyt-aln'teirmg to 
Be used. B9 defined, at least approximately.
Gharact®? la';a'personal *po33ess4,pn eaqii human individual'^ 
hut„i^ 90 elusive in-di|jQr.ent4.at4Q4 fyom Paaentially pfcyaioal 
or mental aapeote of the person to hQ dlfflQult of e^act 
definition. The fnlioi^ing. definl-t'lon ia n-oP ttierefore ^Iven aa 
an absolute sta-temdnt^ Character niay be defined, as that opn-^ 
oentratipn of intelligence, feeling, moral J^eroeption and will 
which la gathered up Ipt-O a self-ooppciQua, aelf-dj,rectivs. 
being Hhown an the self Or, person. Charaoter is evidenced 
largely by conduct in life situations, and yet, sinoe oharaotpr 
is both subjective and objective, it may not be adpq.dately 
expressed in behavior. Clharaoter mepptiremeiit must 'therefore 
tahe account of iLnowing, feeling and d'Dlng. Absplpte charaoter 
measurement cannot be effected beoauss of -the limitations 
of pur tools nf measurement, and the .lack, of refinement in 
des'CriptiTra terms. We shall consider charadtpr measurement 
from -the- standpoint of degree rather than of Intensity. The 
comparison of onertra-ft with another," haying' in mind a 
generally aooPpted standard or norm as tpe basis of judgment; 
or the oomparison of- p trait in one person'with the same trait 
in another', bath being weighted with reference to a standard,’ 
is the: nsuai meaning of the term "character ‘measurement".
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^ "Meastirement of oharac-ter in a limited sense has .gone on, 
mtire or less, ever sino© 4viiiian beings have wo1?^ed or played 
together.
Among primitive people o'haraqter was of little Uraportanoe 
'uritll man had qlearly differentiated himself f^om/t^e fewer 
animals. This 'came about' through his cpng^uest, "of'the ph^slqal 
world. By whatever means, ft cam® about, largely ^through the 
trial and error method, man came to be' of his environ­
ment. An 'he was forded again and^ ag^in to meet th® same oirdtiin- 
stanoea, he began to select certain modes "pf aqtion.which, 
would insure -his success. He learned, for "example that if he 
'W-puid have^'physical satlsfaotlpn he must bp vigoroua, .energetic 
and ambitious in the matter of s©dTir,ing food and shelter. -He-
j
watched the .vicissitudes of othsr -mere whb wera lazy or indlf^ 
ferent, and he began to rnaie selection among oharaotsristiQS 
and to reoogni&e pertain traits as useful in achieving desirable 
results. In those early days, as bian. came in.'Qontnct ^fth other
^ ' f
men, the. resblt wap conffiot ovejr-pafabnal rights or poseessions. 
In the measure in which the conflict brought aboijt vlQ.tory of ope 
individual oyer arrothQ^f therp 'came ’t'o be a.reqognitlnn of indlv- 
Idqal Capacity for achievement, and the erode Qlas§lfioation of 
character traits.
The early methods of detecting* character abilities were 
very crude. In Persia and Egypt, and also in Greece and Home 
emphasis wa’s placed on the luck, .ornate Of the individual 
rather-than on observed.'.worthr or-Oua-lity "of character. The
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seleotion of a person for a o>ftain or spolal
distinoficm sras^ by m^ans of augtiries, dl'vlna'^Iona or utterances 
of'sy by IS", its parp-Qse beijjg‘to determine whether ti^fs^iea^ 
wer^ propit-iouB. By this means there came tp be the recognition 
of the superior^-ty of certain, individuals over others, in an 
exaggerated fashion. This"‘tended in an irtdirect-mann-er to 
fstabiiah a pertain amount of c-onfideilce in the qualities pf 
individual charaote'r., 4ven though .the manner o'f’ selectidn was 
extremely .crude and unsaientifId-.
The use of astrology* adiong primitive peoples shovif^* -still 
another method in the attempt to*Select dhafaptert Aetrplogy 
and the casting of hprospopes,. tHa-t is, a s.qrt of fortune-telling 
by the stars, came into vbgue during the eighth century B.C. 
among the Babyitmians. An exsQt chronology was'worlted out, 
gitihg timds of appearances of the heavenly bodies and much 
information in regard to tl^sif rndvementsi (The animistic 
tendency-amdng all primitive people led to the -peraonifIcation 
of natural objects. The stars were identifCed*with the gods, 
their paths in the sty were plotted, and their pcSitlons were 
interpreted as adventures, contests and victanries-JOf-’theSddittes. 
Since these' deities were sapposed to control ea-rthiy affairs, 
it was 'believed that the study: of the stars would reveal what ' 
Was in store for the individual, or th'^ group.
The falladiea of such method^ af^ entirely apparent. Their 
dae tended to minimize the Importance ^of "the -hur^n will and- tp 
maHe'' chance .SelectlCn the prevalent method;
(Throughout the ceiituflep the point of view ip-re^arfl tP th% ' 
anaiyets of character ..traits gra^duaJ-iy phar^ge^, an^. with- the ^ 
development of scien.tifio'^me^thod, tliere graaqal;iy garget to ha 
a more scientifio -attitude tpwa^'d' human character;- ^The; fifat 
aerious attempt t-O bpiid up a scierio© gf character* atudyr. *wap 
Phrenology. Pr-anz Joseph Gail was the founder o| this movement.
Hie theory deyeiqped ^pn tha prinplpie-thptic, only as the lndii7ldual 
is analysed as to* behaylor oan^thpre be a soiencp^of condupt.
He bplieVed that the abiiltlae *of individuals ere depetndent on 
brain ftrupture, to such an e^t^t that it wquld he posaihi^ for 
a sU-lllpd person tg predict a manj-s ahilitieg and Qharacteristics 
by the examination of axtafn^l surfaoo pf tha skull, ^hls<5* N
belief led to muph dispute but waa important tP contemporary 
aoienee for the manner in which^ it 'directed ^ttenj^on to the 
study of the brain.
Wp recpgnizp pertain pontr'i.bu’tiona which'We^e ma,dp^ythroagh 
the development of p^rpnpiogy.. ,By di^Pepting attention to^th^o 
-Study Qf the human brain, it led^to a better understand:ing.. o^ the. 
physipiogioal and-neurological system.- In Gall'is suggestion Qf 
the similarity between the instinottye life df tiie higher animals 
and some 'typ©^ of human behavior there w^s a. fdreoaat of o'ur 
modern behavioristic PSyph^Iogy. "'fij® .ai^nificpnoe of this relation­
ship was never appreciated until in oiir own time bphavioria^tiQ 
psychology from^a study pf anima,l,^behavior revealed that Gall, 
had he but known it, might have stakei put his Qlalm to the dis-
covsry Qf what has proved to b-e'S'-veritable mine of wealth for
1
the Psychologist.”
1 Grove, Ernest R.-^Personality and Social jidjuatraent. p-.5
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While we have admitted that Phrenology has given ceartaln 
oontri but ions to scienoe, we mu^t not neglect to poii^t oat its 
■very evident fallacies. While it develojpad into' a me§ns of 
determining character in terms of the relative development of 
different part.s of the sk.aii, its defects are found to -be both 
Physiological and psychological, ^he nece.esit'y fpr nss^ming 
t'h^t the sJtull fits the brain closely has baen disproved b^ 
the most elementary study of physiology., ffe' new k^now that there 
are tKree membrapea, coats or tissiica surrounding the brain end 
lyiPS between’it and the skull. Wg-also know that the thickness 
of the -^iill varies in different parts’regafdiasa of what lies
beneath. Prom the standpoint of Psychplogy, we ‘have discovered» *
that mental traits are not structurally nor functionally so 
s.imply designed that- tp each part of fhe brain there may be 
assigned a definite functipn, such as,"memory, honesty, bravery.
The -usp of P*almlstry as a means of ^-udging human oharact®^: 
is a method which, has been In dse for'many years, and is another 
attempt to read character'from anatomical, signs. It is a purely 
superstitious inethod which s'uggeats the' belief that character 
la determined by physical trajts. It la a method daslly em­
ployed hy the uninformed and supoeeds largely through the use 
of suggestion and by means of an emotional appeal. It Is true 
that both the hand and the akin may show important meaning 
indicating pathological condition,'and in such relation may have 
a remote bearing pn condiiox, .but we. may npt claim scientific. „
£4
evidence of the relationship between the lines on the han^ 
as denoting personal qharaotey.
'^Phe fallaoijes' of this me-fihqdi hardly need to he pointed oat.
Its 4ise is to- be particularly deplored beoausq. oX the f^ct- 
that it giv^s Qpportunity for the exploitation of the ignorant. 
B'’arthermore, it may be a means of barring aotua-l progress in
^ s. ’
■oharaoter analysis, for it makes real char,Bcter study practically 
an imposBlbility.
binding no. soientiflQ basis for the analysis of ohayaeter 
through anatomical signs, we now turn to the more psychological 
methods,-those making'nse of personal judgments.
The method of judging pharaeter by handwriting has been one 
which has had wide use both in acleritific and in unscientific 
oircl'es. The use of this method la baaed on the claim that there 
is a pertain correlation between types -of handwriting and oharaoter 
traits. According to one writer j.. "handwriting is a record of 
actual performance and the prob-ipnr involved .in considering It as 
a basis for character analysis tprns upon the question as to 
whether the^e are traits In this perforniance’^which are associated 
with traits in other important jnentai pexformanoes of the reactor."^ 
This method is in any case, relative and the refinement pt measure­
ment exceedingly difficult. Many psychologists have subjected 
handwriting to analysis w4th the effort to find in the oharaoter- 
Istlos of the individual's graphic performance some indloatioii 
of general traits,
1 Annals of the American Apademy of Poiitloai and Social Science. 
Dunlap, Knighi.-Pact and B'able in Character Analysis.
Vpl CX Nov. 1923
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The us© of handwriting iu qhayactex testing has been 
attempted soientifioally In the Downed "Will^Profide" 
method. Prpf Juno D,cwne^ has deyia^ a testing soaie of
urn
tra;lts centering* chiefly in "wfll•'temperament"%, as she 
pails it. Twelve tests are des*igned whiph malj.e use of 
' Jaandwrlting. !The series are so opnstructed a^ to test 
rapidj, slow, dlsg-ulsed, btpclted, and autgmatlQ handwriting, 
slew and rapid imitation of script, and rapid writing in 
a restricted space,' The yeguits of the irse of these teats
* ^ V-
has spown in many cases tpat the .reactions are somewhat
definitely patterned. It has been foc-nd that a relatively
high score- on the fifgt four tests indlbates a. ^uIcIl,
fiejcihie reaction, while a high, aoore on the:'S®oond four
traits shows an aggressive reaction, and on the last, four,
a deliberate, careful reaction.
Prof Downey claims that when comparisons are made between
test results and well-ltnown 'personsi charaoteristlos in
certain indlyiduala tasted, there seems to he ah agreement
which wpuid indicate -that the teats may be used bpth as a
* >
means of gepuring a general "'"tempexamehrtal pattern'^ pf a
person, and as a means ,of determining combinations o^
specific character trafts.
In crltioiam of this method, Allport says'.r
"The limitation of the Downey scale la that it lea'yes 
the important sphere of seif-^erpreaslon almost, and the 
sphere of tempefanient entirely ufitouphed, Thig question
also arleea whether from slfnpie writing moyemfents, oiie 
oan dr6Wv cpnciusion^ which .8ha;.i apply to personality traits in daily lifo."^
4
'A conol-aaion with regard to '^he value of 'the -use of. 
handwiriting for the purpose of charapter analysis must 
be made with reference to the nee'd among thpge iacrk.ing 
scientific training for soige means of Judging their 
fellows in many walics of life^ As-a means of giving a pojjgh 
Judgment as to those tyaite inherent in a persnn of 
refinement and culture, we'm&y admit that the Judgment 
of handwriting serves a useful function. Handwritliig cannot 
be used, however, as a means of deteetlng those multiple 
character traits which in a varying degree mab;.e up' a- 
personality.
Among the methods of personal Judgment, the personal 
interview has long been used as a moans of Judging personal 
characteristics. The use of this method has been based 
on the assumption that personal contacts, such as tho 
meeting between two persons provides, may furnish oppor­
tunities in the way nf verbal expression, emotional reaction, 
and conduct control, to warrant a Judgment as to character 
worth. It is a method which necessarily la-ys great stress 
on the accuracy of the first impression- In social life 
it has always been used as a measure of pereqnai worth or 
the reverse.
In its mere scientific use in business concerns, as a 
method of choosing applicants for ..positions, ,thi& method 
has had wide use. There is considerable di-fflcrulty in 
X. CJrove, ifirnest K.- Personai'niy ap.a"'S'ooiai AdJUStftient—
P. 133
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judging the value of this method, because of tjxe uh-
standardized methods Qf proasd^^^e* In general, an
applioaijJ fpr a poaJ,j;^.pp is inspected as to personal
appearance, physical assets and defects, maioijerisms,
addreaa.f pe^sopal quail-ties tak.en into-apopunt, and
a snap Judgment made which ^.s t't^e resultr of l^hQ interview.
The limitations of this method have he©n discbvered by
means of pxperimeptal teatg. Hollingworth describes such
a test which will here .be briefly summarised,^
A selection was made of a smal^ number of applicants, out
of over fifty who had applied fo^ pertain positions involving
personal salesmanship of a well-Urjq^yn service. Twelve sales
managers from prominent concerns were secured to interview
the applicants and rate them as to quallfipstlons fpr the
positions. The Judges thus secured wpre men experienced
in judgment of character. Each judge was allowed greatest
liberty in the interview with applinanta. At the end of
each interview, the judge was required to ranh the applicant
so that finally the applicants were rank,ed in order of
merit by each of the judges* The-xesuits of this experiment
show that any one applicant might receive ratings placing
him along the scale from the highest position to the lowest.
The results therefore indicate that there is small degree 
of reliability to be placed on the personal interview a's 
a means of judging character.
r.~irolllhgw0rth, H, ii.. juftging Human cnampWr.' ■pp'6'§-66.
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^Summary of Chapter II.
This chapter has attempted^to briefly trace the history 
of methods of character analysis from primitive tim^a to 
.more recent practices-*
With respect to primitive methods it has shown that 
the prevalent means of judging hi;man character tended to 
minimize the importance of the will and to emphasize 
the element of chance-
The use of Phrenology nffirls.ed an early attempt at
scientific method, and its value la^y principally in tive
fact that it directed attention tp'phyaiologloal aspect
\
which in later times haye been found to hhve an important 
bearing on character*
We found the use of Palmistry to he prevalent sveh in 
our own time, and to be discredited because of its un*- 
reliability.
The analysis, nf methods of pernonei judgment showed 
that such methods we,re of greater value than the preceding 
because of their attempt to d^al with character as evidenced 
in some observable degree. The reliability of scph methods 
was found tq be low because o'f the laqk. of an objective 
criteria by which to measure and' form judgments.
CHAPTER III.
THE DEVELOPMENT AND USE OP CHARACTER RATING SCAI«ES
CHAPTER 111.
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THE DEVELOPRfENT AND USE OF CHARACTER RATING SCALES.
A. General History of the Development.
The rating of character according to a scientific method la 
of comparatively recent origin. The development of the various 
methods of rating character has grown out of the general advance 
in knowledge about hura^ beings and the Increased recognition 
of the'worth of personality, especially in the fact that some 
traits of character are worth more than others, and therefore 
more desirable.
1. Questionnaire Methods.
The .purpose of this type of analysis is to find out the 
extent of certain personal qualities by use of questions in 
regard to characteristic reactions in various situations. The 
questions usually selected are specificj and deal with concrete 
facts from which general conclusions may be drawn. Such questions 
in regard to the individual as the following are asked: Is this 
person to be trusted with small details? Does he have sfelf-control 
in a trying situation? Is he persevering under adversity?
Extensive questionnaires have been prepared and used for 
employment bureaus, professional promotions, and other purposes,
'and they have measured character by means of some numerical 
sch erne.
Tn evaluation of this method, it is first to be observed 
that its value is largely in its diagnostic use. It is not
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adapted to use where a definite qualitative scale of values is 
needed, and is difficult for use in self-angtlysis* Allport says 
of th^-s method:
**Th,e questionnAire method may be mde available -for self- 
study provided (l) The questions relate to actual overt acts, 
not feelings, motives or intentions, qnd (2) the individual can 
adopt an objecjiive attitude toward himself and one free from ^ 
rationalization*.The basis-of the replies-must b^-what on^ does, 
not what traits one believes himself to,have.** 1
2. The Elliot Rating Scale.
The next step in character analysis came in the construction 
of Rating Scales* Such scales were designed for the purpose of 
measuring in a relative manner, individual qualities which have 
come to be regarded as of value to civilization*
According to Dr. Rugg, Elliot was the first to make a detailed 
scientific attempt at constructing a character rating scale.
He compiled about a hundred traits, to v/hich were given 
definite weights according bo their supposed importance.
He did not make use of an objective criteria for the establishment 
of his list of traits, or for the weighting of them in degrseo 
of importance. The list of traits which he used were limited 
because they were arbitrarily assigned.
In use the Ellioj* scale was largely subjective and abstract 
because there was no provision for comparison with an objective 
standard. The value of the Elliot scale was largely in the 
fact that it represented a beginning in the field of character 
■measurement, and attracted attention to the possibilities and
tfurther development of the use of such a method*
1. Allport, Ployd Henry,- Social Psychology p 127.
2, Journel of Educational Psychology Vol. XII. Ho. 8,,Hov. 1921 
Harold Rugg,- Is the Rating of Human Character Practicable?
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3. The Development of the Man-to-man Comparison S^cale,
The ^first real progress in Ihe development, of character 
rating was the production of the man-to-man comparison scale.
This method was developed at Carnegie Institute of Technol6gy, 
hy a Seminar group under the leadership of Professor Walter 
Dill Scott. The scale developed by this group‘was designed for 
use with employees in Industry, and is generally known as the 
Graphic Rating Scale'. This method was designed to lake the
u “i- *■ ’
process of rating out of subjective influence and give objecti­
vity the largest use. Measurement was not to be made against 
an objective standard, but as a comparison with a scale of 
dctual persons.
After the selection of a list of trAits for measurement, 
the scale of values w’as made up in the following manner. First, 
choice was made of the best possible man to' serve as a model.
His name was written at the top o'f- the scale- Next, selection was 
made of the "poorest man" whose name was placed at the bottom 
of the scale. An average man was selected to serve as a basis 
of comparison at the midpoint on the scale, and two other 
individuals were selected on either side, making a five-point 
scale of persons ranking 'from "best" through "average" to "worst." 
This scale was a real attempt at objective measurement, and 
although not of great immediate value has since served to show 
a valid method of procedure in the development of graphic scales.
jk.
In evaluating the Man-to-man comparison scale we may 
state tiie following merits:
(lO The person making the judgment may be freed from a quantita­
tive description in making a decision in regard to relative 
merit in any trait or quality.
(2) This scale may be used for self-rating because it admits 
of -flpe discrimination, and yet is simple enough to be
readily understood. ^
0
(3) If used as a graphic scale this method will be likelj to 
provoke less personal antaganism than other methods which 
require more explanation and time.
The limitations of this method are concisely stated by
Hollingworth: “........ *'It '(the man-to-man scale) presupposes a
certain industry and a certain fidelity to the principle of 
the method, both of which actual judges seem inclined to avoid. 
Thus they tend to assign the numbers, letters, or other symbols 
directly, without actual production of and consultation with 
the various concrete scales which the method requires. 'What 
was in the intent a very rough method of ranking thus degener­
ates into the more conventional and labor-s^iving use of ^mere 
descriptive terms or their symbolic equivalents."^^
(4) The Development and Use of the Army Rating Scale.
The opening of the world, war offered a unique opportunity 
for the development of methods in eharacter rating. It pre­
sented a situation which demanded the assembling of a large 
number of men having ability in many divergent fields. There 
was not time for the operation of the method of trial and 
error to select out of the millions of citizens those best 
fitted for places of responsibility and efficiency.
1 Hollingworth, H. L. Judging Human Character p. 104.
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Two ^roixp^ oi* educational experts were organised, known as- 
the Psychological Division of the Army, and the- Committee 
on Classification of Personnel. The first organization worked 
out and successfully used the Army A, Wi^ha, and Beta - Group
% K
Intelligence tests, and the Personnel Committee produced the 
Army Bating Scale for Bating Officers.
The conditions which the state of war imposed made possible 
a scientific working out of a man-to-man comparison: scale, 
such as ordinary conditions woulr hardly warrant. Men were 
grouped In large numbers in camps, where'there was a minimum 
of outside disturbance. All the ordinary activities of life 
were under rigi^' supervision and conduct could be accurately 
observed and judged.
The comparison scale was constructed by the placing at the 
■ upper extreme the name "of the man who among the officer's 
acquaintances fanked' highest in the trait to be measured.
At the lower extreme the man fomd to be lowest in that trait 
was placed. At the middle point, a person possessing the 
trait in an average degree was placed- Half way between the 
top and the middle a fourth man was placed, and a fifth 
half way between the middle“and the bottom. Each candidate for 
judgment was compared with other men constituting the points 
of the scale. The Arm^ 'scale represents a scale scientifically 
applied.
In evaluating the army scale we may quote Rugg ,1. who says 
that the ratings become valuable only when:
(1) The rating scales are made comparable and equivalent.
"(fe) The judges are thoroughly acquainted with the subjects.
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(3) The independent ratings o£ at‘:^^st .three judges are 
averaged,^
^se of Charaeter Rating Scales in Business Cornorations.
The business man having charge of a large manufacturing 
plant is constantly required to purchase, new and better machinery 
With which to supply means for production. The manufacturer
_ r
Who would purchase machinery without making sure that it w6uld 
serve his purposes as to power, speed, production, and control 
would be regarded as unfit for his business, and yet for many,many 
years men in all 3<:irids of business have hired men and v/omen to 
operate machines and to take charge of responsible parts of the 
work.^'Tbf whose ability they had only the sii^test idea.
It was because of the necessity that manufacturing plants produce 
a high type of workmanship, that attention came to" be given to 
the devising of some means ".of analysing charactier with refer.ence 
to efficiency in workmanship, apd ability to judge different 
capacities in supervisj^n of worfo?ianship.
1. The use ^ot Rating Scales for the, selection .of best e,quiped
workmen* r
The--use- of rg.ting methods in bus^iness and industry has come 
about through recognj^tion of certain- values’. Patterson lists 
the following values r , i
- ^ ^ -*4(a) "The educatipnal effecjb oh'^those jmking the raftings.
Making out the rating reports insures the analysis 
of subordinates in terms of the traits essential for 
.success in the work.-
(b) The educational effect on 'the eraployeev ^ ,
The knowledge that he is being’ judged periodically in
1. Joumel of Educational Psychology Vol. XII. Ko8, Nov. 1921 
Rugg, Harold,- Is^the Rating of Human Character Practicabl ?
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essential traits offords him knowledge of those things that 
are considered vital and important, encourages self­
-analysis and provides an incentive for self-improvement in those tarits in which he is weakest,” 1
The use of the subjectively'developed scale is of little 
value in the business plant. The qualities•selected are of 
nei^tlve importance when they are given abstract meanings.
Such a scale cannot be used by those who are not very well 
trained In the use of rating methods.
2. The Man- to- Man comparison Scale,
The use of the man-to-man comparison scale particularly 
the graphic type has been experimentally proved to be of 
value. The following statement of the purposes of the Rating 
scale was taken from the back of one of the Graphic scale 
described and shown by Patterson, and is explanatory of its use:
(a) ”The Graphic Rating report is a practical method by means
of which each employee’s ability and fitness for pro­
motion can'be known quickly, and with a reasonable degre.e 
of accuracy and uniformity throughout the company,
(b) "The Ratings are converted into a numerical expression
indicating the ability of each person in j:hose qualities 
deemed most” essential, such as" ability to learn new methods 
quantity of work, quality of work, .industry, initiative, 
cooperativeness, and knowledge of work,
(c) "This rating report has been devised after careful con­
sideration of the best pra-ctices through-out the country. 
Its chief claim for the support of the "supervisor and the 
employee is the fact that it is simple, definite, and 
concrete. It reduces the time required to rate an 
employee to a minimum, yet it is do arranged that the 
interests of each employee are safe-guarded as regards 
accuracy,
(d)"Because the Rating report calls attention separately to 
each of the essential qualifications* it lessens the 
danger that opinions will be baseddon minor points, with corrosponding disregard 'of important qualities.
It is to the interests of all concerned to replace snap 
judgments by carefully thought-out reports^
1 Journel of Personnel Research, Vol. 1 No, 9 
Patterson, B.G. The-Graphic Rating Scale.
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(e) "All rai^ngs 9-re confidential. Any employee who is
rated -however, may be told where he stands in order that he may 'improve himself if he desires." ^
The Rating Scale as.,it is successfully used in business
corporations serves as a l^asis for promotion and demotion.
Its use in this regard is based on' the assumption that character
analysis may denote efficiency in the execution of work. It
is essential thd; some method be used for bringing to the notSce
pf the management the progress or lack of progress of individual
employees in order that, those who show ability or unusual promise
may be considered as elegible for wage increase or promotion; and,
on the other hand, in order that those employees who are deficient
in certain ways may be given vocational council or special training
to raise their efficiency level*
The use of Rating Scales in business corporations has been
of value in promoting vocational guidance. The use of „such a ?-
method has shown that there are certain character tiT%i’ts which may
be selected showing fitness for’responsible positions and ail
grades of efficiency. Vocational guidance in connection
with the use of rating systems may be constructive, and may serve
as a highly efficient means of selection pf individuals having
special abilities, whus conserving valuable material in human
genius which might otherwise not have come to the notice of those
in authority.
It is generally conceded that rating made by the. Graphic 
method serves a very useful purpose. This is evidenced by the 
relationship between ratings on the same men by the same Judge, and 
by the correlat^.on between ratings on the same man hy different Judgea
1, The Journel of Personnel Research, Vol. 1, no79
Patterson, D.G. The Graphic Rating Scale*
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C. The Use of the Character Rating Scale in Effecting 
Educational Progress.
V
The ability to perceive the peculiarities of any individual 
character by outward signs is an essential to any- educational 
method. The 'recognition of Individual differences led to the 
measurement movement in education. The first work in this 
direction was directed toward the quantitative measurement of 
the educational product, and that work has progressed in 
technique, until at the present time, we may in ,a large measure 
predict the achievement of an individual along certain lines.
But quantitative measurement does not'-take into account all that 
is inherent in human nature. Individual differences are to be 
perceived in'those qualities which make up the persons character, 
and character is a -necessary element in human civilization. If 
character is to be judged it must be judged qualitatively. The 
question has been asked, can character qualities be measured?
Some one has said, "Whenever a difference can be'percleved it 
can be measured." There is no doubt about the ability of even the 
most unskilled person to perceive differences In^ character.
The evident need for some method by which the educator may 
determine the existence or non-r-existence of certain desirable 
character traits has led to the use of the Rating scale in 
education.
While the use of the rating scale is comparitively a recent 
movement in education its use has been aimed toward the improve­
ment of method, and in such use has been able to show results of 
a positive nature.
s.
The Rating Scale in the field of education has had largest 
use in the promotion of teacher efficiency. This method bears 
an important relationship to the general efficiency of the school.
It may serve as a means of the vocational guidance of teachers, 
affording a means for analysis of the necessary qualities for 
general or specialized teaching, and as a meanscof revealing the 
best location for a teacher with cfertaln given qualifications.
The use of Rating Scales may serve as S' means for the improvement 
of teachers in service, since it gives a basis for self-criticism, 
and effords a definite means for self-improvement; it also gives 
definite standards for efficiency thereby giving emphasis to 
important qualities.
The Rating scale is an important method for use of the 
supervisor. By use of this method the supervisor may discover 
those teachers of skill and special ability needed for particular 
phases of the teaching staff. "The Hating scale attempts to get 
at the efficiency of the teacher from the standpoint of her 
personal equipment'and of her teaching method." 1
The use of self-rating scales by teachers serves to give a 
point of contact between the supervisor's opinion or Judgment 
of the teacher, and the teacher’s ov/n estimate of her qualities.
When the teacher discovers that certain attainments in personal 
qualifications are highly regarded, she will usually make an 
effort at attainment of a high degree of efficiency in that regard.
It is thus that the self-rating scale may effect desirable change 
in the direction of professional skill.
1- Hanson, W. L. Supervision of Religious Education Through Objective
Tests and Measurements.
Boston University Bulletin, July 10, 1924.
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The use of the Teacher Rating Scale may indirectly 
be useful in effecting changes in curriculum reconst-Tuction.
In seeking for a cause of lack of ^efficiency in any teacher 
the supervisor may discover that her use of subj'ecj, matter is 
.at fault- In these days when changes In subject matter are
r
constantly being made the use of rating scales may well be used, 
during :^he experimental use of new, material.
The Chassell-Upton Scales for the Measurement of the Importance 
of Good Citizenship.
The Chassell-Upton scales were devised for the use of the 
Horace Mann Elementary School, Teacher's College, Columbia University. 
The scales are used in connection with the school reports which are 
sent to the home. The devising of the scales grew out of certain 
evident needs: '(i) The Inability to grade many pupils accurately 
because of different standards of marking; (2) a serious difficulty 
presented by the fact that the type of report card in use tended to 
make children work for "grades” rather -than for mastery of material;
(3) Inability to give proper emphasis on character formation as a vital 
finotion of the school.
As the result of much study hnd research, a new plan was 
devised whereby reports relating to studies according to a definlie 
form should be sent home, together with a second form giving habits 
and attitudes desirable for good citizenship.
••• ^ )
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THe aim as statfed was,-‘’To choose those habits and attitudes 
that are of social significance and to stress the necessity for 
each one to 'work for the well-being of the group rather than for 
personal ends. In determining the items to be included, the pupil 
was thought of not only as a child but also as one in- the process 
•of becoming an adult citizen.*’ 1
The general items covered by the charts devised arenas follows:
1. Habits relating to self and personal belongings.
2. Habits relating to others and the belongings -of others.
3. Habits relating to studies and other activities.
These scales are Intended to be used in connection with a
course of study, in Good Citl-zenshlp. -The charts giving scales for 
measurement are to be filled out by teachers, and- special note made 
of those attitides and habits in which the child is notably strong 
or weak, are reported to the parent on the report card. The detailed 
materials which the scales furnish are filled for permanent record 
in 'the school office.
An evaluation of the Scales for measuring habits of good 
citizenship must recognize the evident value of such scales.
1. They represent a 'scientific, 'Systematic attempt to measure 
those qualities which the public school aim to teach but 
usually fails to measure.
2. They cover a large number of very necessary habits which 
relate to the well-being of the individual^and the group.
3. They furnish a numerical measurement of conduct in 
quantitative terms.
4. The descriptive terms used ihr the charts are simple and 
readily defined.
1 Siegried M- Upton & Clara Prances Chassell,- A Scale for 
Measuring the Importance of Habits of Good Citizenship.
Teachers College Bulletin, Columbia University No. 9.
- <' /
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There are certain defects^ in the' scales which should likewise 
be noted:
1. Its use is largely limited to a local situation.
" 2‘ The traits selected for measurement were evidently
not selected with reference to an objective, criteria.
■3. The selection of traits omits some of the very important 
traits connected with good citizenship.
4. The weighting of the scale of values is so highly technical 
that it is not practical for ordinary use.
The Mendenhall Self-Measurement Scale for Use of High School Pupils. 1 
The Mendenhall scale is a part of the work of the Iowa Plan 
Character Education Movement. The purpose of £his scale is obviously 
to allow the high school student to use hia own powers of judgment 
in the analysis of his character, Tha following statement from a listA.
of foundation principles would seen to give the basis for the 
development of the method:
"During the early years reduce a self-conclous goodness 
and reasoned conduct to a minimum. Don’t tempt a child to analyze 
the moral life until he has one; first, conduct; then the sympathies; 
next the imagination, and finally, 'reasoned behavior. Cultivate 
the powery on occasion, to face real moral situations thought­
fully, to ’criticize conduct, to form clear and accurate judgments 
of right behavior, to attalh concious self-control and to help 
direct wisely j:,he life 'of the group."
The scale consists of the listing of thirty traits as follows:
1. General health 11. Mental activity
2- Physical vitality 12- Judgment
3. Bodily carriage 13. Memory
4. Muscular control 14. Imagination
5* Work 15. Tolerance
6- Facility 16* Self-estimation
7- Food and drink 17* Breadth, vision
8- Mating Instincts and desires. 18. Courage





22. Attitude toward family
23. Attitude toward others
24. Attitude toward officials
25. Attitude toward religion
26. Attitude toward- time
27. Language
28. Pastime and leisure.
In form the shale is arranged on ‘a long sheet with the 
characteristic to he measured in-the ’center of the page. The scale
• 4Of va^lues is- distrlhuted iu ten points,- positive measurement being 
distrihuted "a't the left.
The follow.lng points of value ax^e tO he noted in this scale:-
(1) It is extremely comprehensive, covering practically 
all possible relationships of lire.
(2) It gives a wide scope in the measurement of terms, 
thus enabling the student to make fine distinctions.
(3) It is. compact in form and easy to handle.
The following criticisms may be offered in reference to this
scale:
(1) It is made Up of abstract terms which are difficult 
to translate in objective meanings.
(2) The scale of values does not in every case offer 
enough distinction to warrant a measurement.
(3) There is a v^ery evident overlapping in terms, showing 
that a condensation would facilitate usage.
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Summary of Chapter 111,
This chapter Tias given a brief account of the development 
of character rating methods, beginning with the Sllliot rating 
scale and showing the gradual development of more objectlv'e 
methods such as the man-to-man comparison scale and the 
Array scale for measuring character efficiency.
The use of character rating in business and educational 
institutions has been discussed, and sca-les such as the 
Chassell-Upton, and the Mendenhall Scales analyzed and evaluated.
CHAPTER IV’,




THE PLACE OP CHARACTER ANALYSIS IN RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.
In this -Chapter we propose to show that the problem of character 
rating -is a .problem which legitimately belongs to Religious 
Education, (1) because pf the implications in an underlying 
philosophy of Personalism; (2) because of its relation, to. the 
principles of Self-Psychology; (3) because it is related to a 
theory of Religious Education; and (4) because pf the' relation 
of self-analysis to the needs and capacities of the age of pupils 
for whom the rating scales are intended.
A- Relationship to an Underlying Philosophy of Personalism,
Any consistent, Intelligent attempt' tP religion
function -in every day life ;nust -rest back, on a. fundamental , 
philiosphy. The Philosophy of Personalism,- based as JLt is on 
a Theistic view of the 'uniyerse,, furnishes us with a rational 
world view which is consistent with the^ Christi-an .religion.
The Philosophy of Personalism -is- "the view'^-that interprets 
reality as a society of persons^ there is one Siiprpme Person,
.in and for whpse thought and ill all ^physic§iI,, things exist so 
that they are nothing' apart from Him. " 1 ^
By a person. Is meant,-intelligent feeling, moral perception 
and will concentrated into a center of .self-con's'cious, self- 
contemplative and self-determining being who .can Say' ”1", and
1 Brightman, Edgar S.^ An Introduction to Philosophy p. 246.
who is subjective, in that he has knowledge of other persons, 
and is objective in that he is known by .other persons. At the 
top of the Universe as its cause and sustainer is the Supreme 
Infinite Person, God. To Him, man as the crown of creation stands 
in -closest relationship.
Created by an intelligent God, man shares in f-hat intelligence. 
Because the world of Persons and things stand in relationship to 
' each other and because man is by nature Intelligent and self- ^
determinative, we find him assuming a place of control over the 
world of things and over other persons.
The- human person, "made in the image of God” may enjoy fellow-
>
ship and communion with his Creator. He comes to share God*s purposes 
not only with reference to the world in which he lives, but also with
V
reference to himself. He comes to learn to direct his own inner 
powers toward the forming of his character in harmony with certain 
chosen ends. Because of the implied relationship with God, the 
human person with his power of self determination, may consciously 
work toward the possible attainment of a' God-like character.
The essence of that which makes up the intelligent, moral 
self-determinative entity, we know as personality, and personality 
implies power. Personality is a center of a certain inner force 
divine in origin which radiates influence and produces effects 
in_ tlae world of persoris and things. Bec^e^use of tjrie human capacity 
for freedotn jof choice, in. life situations, self-determination is
r
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a large factor in personality. The person may determine his own 
choice in the objective relationships of life, and he may also 
largely shape those Inward subjective forces which are fundamental 
to character.
Vt; ’
Self-determination directed toward the attainment of a spiritual 
ideal makes for Christian citizenship., ^ "Personalism asserts that 
there is an eternal ideal of perfection in ontological reality. 1 
The conscious choice of a high ideal for Christian living leads 
the person to service for man, with God, and a life of' supreme worth.
Since no personality in our world may be completely isolated, 
we find that personality implies a certain obligation. In a 
society of persons, there^qomes the obligation to self-oontrel 
for the good of the group and self-mastery that the individual 
may lift himself to a place of authority and responsibility among 
his fellowmen. The person is obligated to control himself and 
to set himself to perfect and complete that development in 
character which is possible by reason of his qapacitles.
Personality implies the obligation to live in accord 
with hj.gli Ideals. While the Philosophy of Personalism postulates 
a supremely perfect Creator as the cause and suqtalner of the 
universe, it does not maintain that there Is no place for the 
conscious striving toward attainment of ideals.
1 Brightman, E. S. Religious Values- and Recent PhiliSTophy 
Boston University Bulletin, ^Aug.' 1, 192:1.
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% ^According to Dr. Brightman,- “It finds in God a being of perfect
goodness but not of mechanical perfection. His perfection is
perfection of purpose, a teleological perfection. In its practical
bearing on human beings this means not that the universe is perfected,
but that it is perfectible; not that nothing can be improved, but
1that real change, real improvement is the purpose of life.'*
'' ' ^ .Personality furthur implies the obligation to live
righteously with other persons. In a complex society of persons, 
no man can live wholly to himself. The mere holding of an abstract 
ideal does not produce right relationships In society. The individual 
must carry on certain activities which are regulative in producing 
a high plane of social living. Itiere^must be a conscioua striving 
to live the human life in a high and worthy way.
The responsibility of the individual person tov his own 
conduct does not mean the final word in obligatlonsras a finite 
being, for he is likewise obligated to influence the character 
of other persons'. The relatlonshlps'-which exist between the human 
and the divine, with the power of influence of the^divine over 
the human suggests that in a limited sense that ppwer may exist 
between persons. This is possible throligh the interaction- of mind, 
will and spirit consciously directed toward the ultimate achievement 
of the highest and best in human character.
Personality implies the possibility of progress. If personality 
is motivated in the right direction. It may move far toward the 
ideal of perfection. Chrysostom, the great Church Father said
1* Brightman, E. S. An Introduction to Philosophy. P. 364.
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of the Apostle Paul,- ’’Thus this man Paul, three cubits high 
became tall enough -to touch the third heaven.” However humble 
be the environment, limited in scope, he finds himself, the 
person may leap over boundaries of. material limitations in the 
building of his character so that he may become a Paul, a Luther, 
or a Lincoln. Thus we see that the range of possibility in 
character achievement may be Infinite in extent. Man’s true worth 
is in his potentialities rather than in actualities. The record 
of his achievement in intellectual and material things has a point 
of contact .with his achievement in character because the evidence 
of character attainment is seen largely in conduct.
The essentially Theistic tendency of the Personallstlc
Philosophy directs attention to the possibility of progress in moral
and spiritual attainment. Such progress moves in a positive
direction. Personalism directs attention to the problem of moral
values and holds to the doctrine of perfectionism which states
that "Moral value consists, not in pleasurable feelings'only, 
but in the development of personality as a harmonious whSle, in 
accordance with the most complete ideal of personality that our 
mind can form. The good life then, is the-whole life; ’the life' 
that aims at the richest .and fullest development of its capacities’.'!
The Relation of Character Analysis to the Principles of Self
Psychology.
The problem of this thesis does not find all-inclusive 
Implications in Philosophy. It ie vitally cpncerned with human 
conduct, and human conduct is the active relation of self to other 
selves. A better understanding of such relationships in their 
complexity may have a significant bearing on conduct. Such an 
understanding may come through the study of Psychology, which
1 Brightman, E. S. The Contribution oi* Philosophy to the Theory
of Religious Education. Boston University 
Bulletin. July 15, 1924.
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may be defined in this Instance as the ’’science of self in 
relation to its environment."
Self Psychology or Psychological Personalism holds that 
all consciousness is self-experience.. It deals with consciousness 
as a whole with relation to life experience. The self is defined 
as,-"Any conscious experience or process taken as a whole and 
as experiencing itself." 1
One of the fundamental principles of self-psychology is the 
recognition of the importance of self-consciousness. Consciousness 
is incapable of exact definition, but it includes all states 
and processes of thought, feeling, will and self-experience.
Self Psychology recognizes facts in regard to self-consciousness 
and sees states of flonsciousness in relation to experience. It also 
recognizes the full powers and possibilities of self-consciousness.
It sees "the human being not merely as a machine, but as a machine 
but as a machine plus the machinist." 2
Self Psychology holds that the person^or the sel^/^xpressed 
through the behavior, but Is not behavior any more than^he machinist 
i? the machine. If the self functions through behavior, then 
self experience may become intelligible and purposive'.
The science of Self Psychology is able to give a satisfactory
1 Brightman, E. S. An Introduction to Philosophy p- i91
2 Dean Athearn, Lecture Notes,-Principles of Moral and Religious
Education. 1921.
eiccount o'f values. A value may be defi-ne4 as "whatever is desired
or enjoyed, or prized, or approved or-preferred.**' ......... .........
Valuation is an experience in which the entire person is engaged; 
it includes thinking, and .all other-functions of conacidusness 
fused into one ideal whple.'* ,1
Self Psychology makes, .use of the method of ^introspection.
Because the person is "directly conscious of a unique., a relatively 
persisting self in relation to its environment, therefore, asserts 
the existence of a self and scientifically studies its constituents 
and relations." 2 The -yalue of -^he method of Introspection is
w
seen in its purposive self-analysis. It is by this means that any 
person may make a qualitative analysis of-his own self, in order 
that as a member of society he may know in what direction, and how 
far he is moving with reference to- recognized standards of worth.
The method of introspection has its limitations and defects 
as well ds its values. A mere looking inward on one's self might 
never produce results favorable to the development of character.
It might even work harm by producing a morbid self-consciousness 
which would continually analyze and review life's experiences, 
actual or imagined, without producing desired change in the direction 
of better 'control of experience.
Self psychology may make use of the method of introspection 
in bringing the person to a realization of his p.otential capacity, 
and in showing him where present conduct is br is not in harmony 
with possible progress. The most effective use of introspection 
is with reference to a standard of values whibh will enable the self
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to recognize and classify self-experience. The power of selection 
and choice out of life experiences is possible to the person who is
capable -of adjustment and Initiative.
We therefore conclude that while self psychology furnishes
a valuable method for self-analysis, if it is to be used in 
the interest of character-building there must be a means of 
recognition of a scale of values, by which to compare, estimate 
and evaluate those tendencies in thought and conduct which have 
a direct bearing on'character. It is in the Interest of the use 
of such a method that this thesis is proposed.
C. The Relationship-of Character Analysis to-a Theory of 
Religious Education.
The aim of education has been stated as the "introduction of 
control into experience. Dean Athearn defines the aim of Religious 
Education as "the introduction of control into experience in terms 
of a life ideal," and the aim of Christian Religious-Education as 
the "introduction of control into experience in terms of the ideal 
of Jesus Christ." Religious Education would therefore seek to make 
conscious self-control a dominant factor in experience. Character 
is largely the product of self control and results from the formation
of specific habit reactions.
1 Brightman, B. S. An Introduction to Philosophy p. 194.
2 Calkins, Mary W. A First Book-in Psychology p. 2-78.
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”In^ all our relationships we must return or, better- still, we 
must advance toward a- p'ersonalistic interpretation of our 
problems.' Not through mechanical plans dnd devices, not through 
outward manipulations' of ^aw, not even through leagues or courts, 
must the new per.spnalism be horn, but through the generation Of 
the human-heart and the spirit of good will among men, through th'e ‘ 
'humanizing of knowledge,' and througli the• exaltation of personality 
to its rightful place. Then and not till then, will personality 
be enthroned and the personal interpretation of any problem among 
men and nations will usher in that era when man shall be master 
of all the forces within him and around him." 1
D. The Special Application of Character Analysis to the Needs and
•Capacities of High School Students-
The method .of character analysis has special place in the training
of the High School agfe pupil in Reiigious Education. It is ^at this
time that Self-consciousness has developed to a point where
psychological use may be made of the ability to analyze in terms of
standards or ideals. It is during this period of adolescence that
greatest progress is made toward an inner interpretation of duty
in relation to a standa-rd of values. Tracy s-ays: "There is no doubt 
that its most marked development takes place between the ages of 
twelve to twenty-four, the age when’life-i'de'as_ tak^ form, and 
judgments are made a? tg the .absolute wprth-.ofl this type of character.
1 The Personalifet. Vol. V. No. 4. Pot. 1924'.
H. Osborne Ryder A Depersonalized World.
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It* Is the age of paaslonate devotion to those ideals and to those 
persons in whom they seem most nearly realized. And so it comes home 
to the mind' that these things are not made good arid worthy'.hy 
anything external to themselves; they are good and worthy in 
themselves alone. And thus the categorical imperative, with all 
its momehtbUs consequences for. life, bebomes consciousay and" 
reflectively operative i'n'the life of action and choice-** 1
It is during the period of adolescence that the tendency 
toward Introspection becomes apparent, as delf-feeling develops.
This tendency nb^eds direction and training or it may degenerate 
.either into morbidness or into a false self-esteem,
Training in self-analysis may be effective during the 
adolesc'ent period because of the ability of the youth at this 
time in his mental development to make a concrete application of an . 
abstract principle- To quote Tracy again:-
"The .ideal type of human character (the goal of the educational 
process) is an individual with pronounced and effective, individuality, 
in'whom all the forces ^nd resources of mind, heart and will are 
thoroughly organized and constantly utilised, in the service of 
moral ends; Which means tliat all the activities of the Individual 
while conducive to his own further self-realization, .are in like 
manner conducive to the same self-reariza'tiori on the part of all 
other selves, so far as his InOuence extends." 2
With special reference to the religious education of youth 
we find the greatest normal religious development in the adolescent 
period. Religion f,or the boy or girl at this time becomes 
subjectively personal and therefore spiritual.^ The ability to 
rationalize religipn and to relate the subjective values of
1 Tracy, Frederick,-The Psychology of Adolescence p.l64
2 Ibid. p. 131. '
t
religious though to its ohjeotiv.e manifestation in every day 
life, makes this a-tlme 'for the personal acceptance of religion 
and the development of Christian Character.
Recent investigation shows that the age of greatest accession 
to church membership is during the early ‘adolescent years, the 
age for joining the church being fourteen years and seven months.1 
This investigation proves that consciously' or unconsciously the 
youth is directed toward the making of choices for a high standahd 
of living, and that this is the'period when directive -work-in 
* the interests of character bulldihg should be given. It is at
this time that life begins to‘be. seen as a whole, to have meaning 
and purpose.
We,have never doubted the possibility of training youth 
to accept and to live in accord with the principles'of 'Christian 
standards of conduct. It Is evident that those qualities which 
make up Christian character are of inestimable 'value to those 
who possess them, and their opposites on the negativ-e side are 
admittedly undesirable. Relig‘lous education heeds t© emphasize 
the fact that these desirable traits are attainable through 
conscious effort and training. Character traits are found to have 
quality, to exist in degree, as well as amount, and they are 
therefor© relb^tively measurable. It would seem hl^ly desirable 
that Religious Education perfect some method of such measurement.
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1. The Indiana Survey of Religious Education Vol. 1. p. 375.
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SUMMARY OP CHAPTER.IV.
This chapter has attempted to show that the^ Ratings scale as 
a method of character analysis has a place in Religious Education, 
and the^ following conclusions may be drawn:
(1) Character analysis is consistent with the Philosophy of 
Personalism because a self-conscious, self-determinative, 
intelligent person living in fellowship with the Supreme 
Creator is capable of progressive attainment in character-
(2) Character analysis may make use of the method f^damental
in Personallstic or Self Psychology by reason of the -relationship 
between consciousness pn4 self-experience.
(3-) -Characrter analysis has a legitimate place in-Religious Education 
which aims to produce, control in experienc^e in terms of great 
religious ideals.
(4) The use of character analysis has a special application to
the needs and capacities of High School students who are able 
to make a concrete application of an abstract principle, and 
by use of trained and guided introspection may consciously 
realize and estimate their own qualities.
1 9
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THE GOHSTRUCTION OF,CHARAGTEH RA'TBG SCALES FDR HIGH SCHOOL
'STUDENTS OP RELIGDU3 EDUCATION "
This chapter proposes to shew how Character Siting Scales 
may be devised and used in Religioud Education. A theory of 
character building which rests on a'Pers cnalistic Philosophy 
recognizes the supreme importance of individua-l powers-and 
capacities. The person i-s- seen to have definite powers of 
thinking, feeling and doing, -to -be self-conscious and self-- 
dlrecbing. The training- of the individual with reference 
to character proceeds on ‘the assumption -that Such 'p'owe-rs and 
capacities have specific positive values.
We have- investigated methods of character-aha-l'ysie which 
hAve been uaed in the army, by business corporations^-and in 
educational ins1:i tut ions. Concruslons resulting from evalua­
tion of these methods show that character analysis byneans 
of the us'e of rating scales^ is- effective largely tn proportion 
to the emphasis which is placed on the correlation between 
thinking, feeling and doing; and the ob jec ti vi t y wl th which 
character qualities- are defined and distributed' along a scale 
of values. The a'rb'itra^ry sele-ctich of a large number of-desir 
able character traits cenverted* i.hto ^ rating scale may be 
lacking in concretenbss arid In- a pplic at i'on tb life problems. 
The''‘^vlrtue3 are beat applied to life when they are descrip­
tive of habitual c endue t. iie VB-ve confidence in the ability^ 
of the Indi'Vidual having" average intelligence to. reco^lze 
And apply such descriptions, if training and directi cti is 
given,ifn understanding the n^aning of terns 'described in 
both the abstract and the concrete form.
A. Collection of Data,
The material vftiich follows in this chapter is the descrip­
tion of an investigation carried on, data secured* ard tabulated 
by the writer during a period of aoout four months.
Selection was made pf students of three age groups; nine 
to eleven, the pre-adoiescent period; twelve to fifteen, the 
younger adolescent group; and sixteen to twenty, the older 
adolescent group. It was decided that from these three groups 
self-analysis should be made which would furnish a list of 
character traits for use in making up.-rating scales.
In a preliminary investigati on with about thirty pupils 
in the younger adolescent grcup, it was found lhat character 
traits described in positive -terms are more di fficult to name 
in objective terms than negative terms* It was therefore 
decided that in the collection of data it would be advisable 
to use, ne-^gative terms.
Over six hundred ques ti onaires were sent out to Week 
Day and Church School teachers or leaders having supervi­
sion of the three age groups selected for the investigation*
No attempt was made to draw up a long or -extensive blank.
r
The aim was to secure a certain amount of informat ten from 
the pupils of these age groups, stated in their own words, 
which would be indicative of their own ideas, attitudes 
and conduct. The •followings aecirves to show the t pe of blank
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^e following instructions were given to teachers:
'*■^6 are making a character analysis for use ih Eeliglous 
Education, and we wish to know what defj-nite elements are 
making it difficult for your pupils to do what they know 
is ri^t to do.
"The-blanks are to be used in securing informati on. It 
is suggested that you precede the giving of the blanks by . 
a short talk which will clarify the meaning* o-f temptations-,
as the undesirable tendency to oacduct or thought., which are 
found in persons when, they know what Is right to do or he.
DO not make the talk long, or do not give specific Instarces 
which will suggest information that might he used bh the blhnk. 
If a concrete example Is nfeeded the following may be used:
•a person may be -tempted to be 'sad when he knows he should be 
happy, he shows this temptatlpn by refusing to smile.'
Have the pupils write statements In terms of things they do
or do not do when tempted whenever possible.
"Be sure that age and date are plainly stated at the top 
of the paper, but tell the pupils not to put names on papers. 
We are not. trying to get Information about any single Indi­
vidual, but we wish to get Information about pupils of the
same age."
Out or a total of over six hundred'blanks sent out to 
pupils, a total of three hundred and two have been received 
to date, giving Information which can be tabulated, The dis­
tribution of blanks received, according to ages were as follows
Pre-adolescent group,ages 9-12.........
Younger adolescent group, ageB 12-15....
Older adolescent group, ages 16-20.....




The blanks were sorted according to ages. The Items listed 
were tabulated according fo frequency, w 1 th some condensation 
when overlapping was evident. The following tabulation shows 
the returns from the pre-adolescent group:
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TABULATION OP CHARACTER TRAITS OP 115 PUPILS, AGES 
9-11., GIVING "m TP greatest TB/IPTATToNS." ‘ 
CHaRAGTEr'TRAITS " ' ' FREQUENCY"
DISOBEDIENCE
t)lsoBeRtence to parents, teachers, 
and older brothers and sisters.
Disobedience to law.
Disobedience when told what to do.
Disobedience 'When' one knows what to 
dp without being told. 97
irreverence or disrespect
Use of profane Ianguage.
Not keeping Sunday holy.
Disrespect to teachers and parents.
Discourtesy.
Impe rtine nee. 47
UN-TRUSTWORTHINESS
Shirking Ea^ks supposed* t o do.
Not ready^ to t^ke care of baby or 
help with dishes.
Do not come hom’e from school when
expected. 43
DISHONESTY
TJecelvlng parents or teacher* 
cheating. 42
QUARRELSOtlE
Can*t get along with playmates.
Quarrel at home. 42
UNTRUTH FULNESS
Tell wrong s tories .






ajABULATION OP CHARACTER TRAITS OF 109 PUPILS, AGES
12-15, giving "my ten GREATEST TSAPTATIONS'."
CHARACTER TRAITS FREQ,UENCY
'15I^0ggt>lENCS ^
Dlsobeying rules in school
TQnwilling to obQy promptly
pis bbedl_enc0 t;o .paj^nts and teachers^
Disobedience to law
Disobedience v/hen expected to obey




Disrespec.t to parents and teachers 
Impertinence
Lack of courtesy _ 51
DiaiONES^
cheating in school work 
Unfair play in games




Hard not to try to make people think 
I am better than I am





Impatience in little things
Faultfinding continually 28
UN -TRU STWORTHINESS '









TABULATION OF CHARACTER TRAITS OP 78 PUPILS, AGES 






IRRESPONSIBILITY OR UN-TRUSTV^DRTHINESS 28

















COMPOSITE TABULATION. OP CHARACTER TRAITS OP 302 
PUPILS, AGES 9-i20, GIVING -"MY TEN GREATEST TEMPTATIONS."
CgAI^TlR~^^T^ ; ~ ' ^ "TOE^UMUT
DISOBEDIENCE 173








UNKINDNESS, SARCASM ^ 38
JEALOUSY ENV IpUSNESS 17
PROCRASTINATION ' 13







The results of the tabulati cn may be interpreted as follows
(1) The first two groups show a fair. agreement In order 
of frequency of terrfis listed,
(2) The first two groups shew a Tfiarked similarity in their 
description of traits shoiArn in conduct and in language
c used,
(3) ilie j;hird group show a tendency to state traits in 
more abstract terms which are not so closely connected 
with life situations.
(4) The character traits listed are important aid bear a
serious relationship to problems of present day life.
(5) The traits listed are capable of definition and of a
qualitative ^i^^&surement,
(6) The traits listed may be converted into positive terms' 
which will make them more desirable for educational use. 
The next step taken in the preparation of this data is the 
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.Obedience
















B* Condensation end Definition of Traits.
■ ■ ^ ■ -1 ■ ^ ^ I ■ , Mi ■ —^ y I I 11, I
Because the process of oonverting the negative into 
pos'i-tlve terms showed an over-lapping in several instances, 
it was decided to condense the terms listed, into a relatively 
small list. This is intended to serve two very useful purposes 
First, it will give opportunity to define in a broad sense 
the traits used, thus giving scope for a variety of meanings, 
and avoiding the possibility of double meanings causing 
Gonfusioni second, it will reduce the number of traits and 
will include those which have special reference to the 
field of Religious Education, and neglecting those traits 
which are more especially attended to in the Public School 
and other agencies.
After condensation and elimination,, the following terms 
are listed in order of importance:
I. OBEDIENCE
11^ REVERENCE OR RESPECT 





V'll, GOOD TEMPER OR DISPOSITION
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In defining the^ terms listed great care has been taken 
with the hope that the terms may be understood In the moat 
objective mamer possible. The definitions are not taken 
from any one source, but have been compiled after consulting 
dictionaries, encyclapedlaa, anil standard books and articles 
on Ethics and Religion.
By the term OBEDIENCE', we mean: (1) Prompt, unquestioning 
acquiescence in action and word whea exact ccmmands or^ 
requests are given, or when* laws or rules, are known; (2) 
complrsmce in'words or a'ctlons when exact commands are not 
glverr,-hat are implied or known. (-Includes obedience to the 
known v/llliof God.)
We defind-j^VERENCE in a two-fold meaning as: (1) Reverence 
in its religious s ignif icance the intelligent recognition 
of the sacredness of objects, symbols, and meanings which 
are inherent in Christian experience, toge'ther with attitudes 
manifest in conduct showing that reverences functions in 
every day life. Such manifestation is on the subjective side 
shown in regard for the name of God, the place of worship, 
and emotional response in services of worship^ ' (2) Reverence 
in its ethical significance,- personal attitudes of respect 
and deference toward parents and teachers and those in 
authority, together with.its objective manifestation in 
habits of life.
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Honesty is defined as the quality in a person which shows 
absolute uprightness, fairness and justice in-conduct in 
ccnneotlon with the-use of pro^ rty or possessions, belong­
ing to other persons, together wt.th attitude or motive 
prompting such behavior.
Tru^tworthlness is defined as: (1) the quality of character 
which makes a person deserving of confidence in word or 
act; (2) the quality of character which makes a person 
never fall another in time of need; (3) the quality of 
character In a perscn which s'hows absolute trust or respon­
sibility in any task or undertaking, .under: any circumstances-.
Truthfulness is absolute conformity to-tacts, in wcrds, thoughts., 
or motives under any provocation or circumstance.
Unselfishness is shown: (1) in conduct which is motlvatad 
by regard for the advantage or pleasure of other perscns; 
and (2) the willingness to make personal sacrifices' for the 
good of others.
Good Temper or Disposition is shown (1) In habitual atti­
tudes of felndllness and good cheer under varying ciroumstances4 
(2) the manifestatlon ot consideration and, the effort to be 
agreeable in conduct; (3) the maintaining of seIf-contro 1-'in 
words, thoughts and actions under trying or difficult circum­
stances. (This, quality inclades the s.piritual significance of 
peace, joy, patience and good
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C. Verifloation of Traits Selected.
In order to verify'the data secu.red from pupils for 
use in construction of Rating Scales, it was decided to 
secure information from parents and teachers which would 
serve as a check or correoticn on the material already 
•tabulated, from those who be in a position to be acquainted 
with the manifestation of character traits as related to 
conduct. Blanks were therefore prepared and sent out to more 
than one'hundred and fifty persons in form ,as follpws:
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Out of the one hundred and fifty blanks sent out, thirty- 
three are returned to date, giving the following data;
TABULATION OP CHARACTER TRAITS LISTED BY 33 





Disobedience to reasonable requests 28
IRREVERENCE OR DISRESPECT
Irreverence in the House of Worship 
Use of profane language 
Disrespect shown t^^teachers
Disrespect for sacred things 19
UN -THUS OVD RTHINES3
Unreliability in keeping promises 
Irresponsibility in an undertaking 














LOYALTY, ID SCHOOL OR HOME 2
UNKINDNESS l
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An interpretation of tb© data wbicb is tabulated as 
coming from parents and teachers shows in the listing of 
the first five traits exact verification of the first fi. ve 
as listed by the pupils themaeiyes. In the entire list there 
is but .one trait ^-inattentl on, which is not listed by the 
■pupils, and that may have been incl-^uded under other terms.
The significance of this verification lies in the following: 
facts :
(1) Tiie temptations which are recognized by boys 
and girls as of significance^ in their pwn 
conduct, are similar to the problems of 
discipline which are presented by parents 
and teachers who are in closest contact with 
them.
The ability to judge their own character is 
largely verified by the similarity between 
the two lis.ts in frequency and in choice of 
terms used in description.
(2) The fact that these same traits are recognized 
to be of importance in training for Christian 
citizenship shows that the use of these traits 
in constructing rating scales should be a 
legitimate prodeclure^-
(4) Larger returns giving infoimati on from parents
and teachers might give a different list of problems , 
and quite probably the list would come in a different
order
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D. Tbe Cotistru^tlon of Character Rating Scalea,
The first step in the" construction of scales^ TJhlch will 
be of greatest' use to the teacher of Religious Education, 
is the establtShment of an objective criteria as to the
modes of response or habit reactions which ma.y be seen in
/
connection with any trait selected for measurement* The
method of securing the criteria was the making, of an inventory
•
of all possible conduct activities in which the trait 
selected might be observed and described In concrete terms. 
Selection was made of the single trait,- R-everence for
I
experimental work. This trait was s-elected for the following
i .reasons:
(1) . It is a trs^lt essen€l^ily belonging td the field
of religious education, and therefore one which 
should receive ‘^BfinltS eraphasls.
(2) It is a trait which hlghly '^lraportant, as shown by 
tabulation of-tfalts by pupils and by teachers.
(3) It is ef quality which is imperative in the living
i
of a consistent Christian life.
(4) It is a quality' expressed in certaih types of habitual 
conduct which is observable and relatively measurable.
(5) The content or meaning which is represented by 
word “reverence” is a legitimate part "of the 
curriculum of Religious- Education.
(6) The age group for which the rating scales are 
Intended represents a group with which the problem
of reverence is especially acute in Religious Education.
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The Building of an Objective Criterion.
Reverence In its^religious significance:Inventory (This list is not e:diaustive) • 
r. Places in which reverence Is -shown.
a. Church building during services of worship
b. Church building when there are no services in 
progress.
c. Church School during sessions, 
di Any religious service.
t
2. Persons to whom reverence should be shown.
a. Any representation of the Deity.
b. The minister as a leader of worship.
c. Sunday School teacher as teacher of worship.
~d. parents. ^
3. Activities showing revfrence.
a. Quietness and attention, during services of worship
b. Bowed head and closed eyes during prayer 
C-.-Reading responsively with others.d. Singing with t^e group.
e. Praying to*one's self or following the prayer 
made by the minister or>,leader.
f. Participation in the offering.
g. Standing and sitting In order.
h. Passing In or out of building quietly
1.'Careful handling of Church property
j. Rendering any duty Ip a quiet and efficient 
manner.
k. ’ Rot giving attention ta dlatraotlons which may
occur during a service of worship.
l. Giving cdrtBOus. and deferential-attention to 
the minister or leader of worship.
m. Thoughtful study of the Bible or lesson text, 
h. Not playing with -Church 'property which should
regarded "as sacred.
4. Emotional Attitudes Indicative of reyerence.
a. Attitude toward the name of God.
b. Attitude toward the Sabbath day.
c. Attitude toward symbols of worship such as Bible, 
Pulpit, altar, etc.
d- Attitude toward customs of worship, 
d* Attitude. t'-Qward. Responsibilities which are 
given in church organizations.
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II# Reverence fn Its ethical significance.
1.^ Persons to whom deference or respect should be showii.
ai Parents •
Teachers
tf. Ol'dei* trrothers and sisters
d. Elderly persons.
e. Younger persons In positions of trust ’and responslMlity 
Activities showipg deference and respect.
a. Attention when addressed by older perspn.b. Unt^eStioning obedience to requests.
c. Courteous' response to questions.
d. Making ones self agreeable to parents and teachers.
e. Standing when an older person enters the room.
f. Offering a lady a seat.
g. Lifting hat when meeting 'a lady
h. Bowing in recognition bf a greeting
1. Not contradicting the opinions -of elders
j. "Not Interrupting In conversation,
k. Speaking c^burteously of teachers or parents.
As a check on the list of activities %nd personal attitudes 
given above, a number of bocks were consulted giving ideas 
in "regard to reverence particularly^ in its abstract meaning. 
While these were not ofgreat use In making up the Items of 
the scale, they were of great value in suggestiveness of 
meaning and the relative values whTch-should 4)e placed on 
different phasbs of reverence-. The following Is a partial 
list 6r such materials used:
Hepklng, The Meaning "of Go'd in Haman Experience,
Brown, C.R. The Main Points^' Pilgrim Press. 1911
Posdlck, H. E. The Meaning of Prayer. Aaaociati'bn Press 1915t
Dlbbl©# C.L. A Grammar of Belief, Morehouse Pub. Co. 1928 
Hastings, Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics. Scribners 1924
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The deternnlnation of a Scale of Values for measurement.
%
In view of the fact that this scale Is to be used by 
High SQhool pupils for self-measurement largely. It was 
necessary to devise a scale of values which would be as 
objective In description as possible, it Is assumed that 
there will be a certain amount of training In the use of 
the scales and that the student with such aid will be able 
to estimate his own character if the terms used are not 
too abstract or difficult of Interpretation.
After considerable experimentation with pupils of 
High School age the following terms .were selected to 
serve ih making up the scale of values.
j - . -
Having In mind a pupil who would s^rve As a model, or 
the best representative excellent conduct In the traits 
to measured, the highest value was designated by the 
words,- "Nearly always". Having in min'd a secdnd phpll, whose 
conduct Is good but not quite as good as the first, the 
next value Is stated as,- "As a general rule". With an 
average pupil In mind, as a concrete example the third value 
Is stated as,- "about hair the time". The pupil not quite 
as good as average was selected as representative of-the 
next value,- "Once In a while", and'“the low'dst val-ue-_w,As 
given to the pupil recpgnlted as low In scale of conduct 
and designated as,- "almost never."
SBLg , BATINS . SjCAIiB 
(Measuring the trait, Beverenoe)
lame............................... ............... Date.......... •.
Lge last Birthday................  Srado in Public School........
kre .you a member of the Church?....... ...............Date joined,..
Sunday School....,..... .........  Sunday School Tehcher...........
)IHECT^OHS;
!ead through the following^quastipn referring to your own conduct.
*lace an % in the column at the right which gives the true answer, as near 
IS you can'judge.
QUESTIONS












. By entering the room quietly?
. Observing silent prayer at the 
opening of the service?
i
. Giving attention to the sermon?
. Refraining from whispering?
• Joining in responsive reading?
, Joining in congregational 
singing?
Bowed head during prayer?
• Careful handling of any church 
property, such as hymnal?
• Not fumbling with personal 
possessions, auoh as handkerchief?












tl.Db YOU SHOW A RBVEBENT ATTI-TUDB“^ 
CUBING SESSIONS OF CHURCH SCHOOL 
BY^^
1. ^areful study of the lesson?
2. MAINTAINING Silence during- 
prayer?
3. Joining in responsive reading 
and songs as requested ^^leader
4. Be^eotfjil attention during 
reading of Scripture?
5. Bowed head and'oiose'd eyes 
during prayer?
6. Careful handling' of Bihle 
hymn-boolc and lesson text?
?• Sitting and standing in order 
during assembly?
'8, Passing quietly and in order 
to lesSbn period-?
9.= Performing a'tiy Abeigned duties 
quietly and^-effIqiently?

















111.DO YOU SHOW A REVERENT
ATTITUDE IH CHURCH WHEN













1, Not playing on or under pews?
2* Talking in a quiet or subdued 
tone of voice?
3. Not running or jumping about 
the auditorium?
4, Careful handling of any
Chureh furnishings?
5* By not playing with Altar, 
pulpit or other sacred 
furnishings?
6, By not drumming on piano or 
other musical instruments?
7. Hot marking or defacing walls 
or floors?
8* Not slamming doors or making 
unnecessary disturbance?
9, Restoring articles used to 
their proper places?
UO. Considering it a personal 
duty to help maintain a 




rv7 DO YOU SHOW DEFERENT" AN5 j
RESPECT TOWARD PARENTS,TEACHERS 













1. Giving prompt attention when
addresses by thjem? j
2. 'Prompt, unquestioning obedience 
to reaspnable requests?
3. Offering a seat in a crowded, 
car or room? 1
4. Standing when an older person 
enters the room?
5. yuiet and courteous response 
to questions?
6. Lifting cap, or bowing in 
recognition on the street?
7. Not contradicting' the opinions 
of elders?
8. Not interrupting during 
conversation? *
y. Offering assistance when needed 
without waiting ’to be asked?
10. Speaking courteously of them 
when not in their presence?
Numerical weighting of scale values.
Total possible score,- 'dOO
Each question given-
equal ■neight,- 50




"Once in a while" 2 
"About half the 
time",- 3
"As a general rule4 
"Nearly always" 5
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Directions for using Self-Rating Scale:
This scale wllT not be ufeed by pupils younger than twelve 
years. It should not be used'without-careful preparation on 
the part* of a'teacher or adult leader who is thoroughly 
acquainted with it? cons;truction and significance. It should not 
be put into actual usq among pupils pf a Church School or other 
organization,, unless the pupils have used a simillan device 
until the practice' effect has become eliminated.
When finally ready for use the teacher should follow the 
procedure indicated with exactness in nrder that a minimum 
of irrelevent factors may be introduced in the technique of 
administration. The technique of administration should be as 
follows;
You have each been given what, is called a Rating Scale.
Before you are ready to .use it, there are soma blanks at the 
top of the first sheet that need to be/illed in. You will -all 
work together, if you please.
On the first dotted line *at the top of the page after the 
word Name, write your name. Write your first name and then your 
last name. Then at the end of this, line after the word Date, write 
the date that is today. (Examiner■ gives the_ date.. ) On the next 
line after the words Age last Birthday, write the age you are now. 
Next, after the words Gra^e in Public School write -the number of 
the grade if you are in Grammar School, and the .year and class if 
you are in High School. On the next line, after the words, Are 
you a member of the Church? write yes or no and if you are a member, 
after the words date Joined, ^rite the date when you became a member 
of the Church. On the next line, after the words Sunday School,
write the name of your Sunday School, as Baptist.... Presbyterian.
After the words Sunday School Teacher, write the name of your own
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Sunday School teaoher. When^ you are through, putr your -elbow oq 
the tabl-e arid raise your penoll, so that I ^hall knoV that you 
have finished.
All ready, Listep carefully. This is a scale for measurings
' it
certain habits and actions which show in some degree that you 
have the charac.ter trait w,e call reverence. It does riot measure 
reverence, because that is too big a thing to be feeasured^ ir^ this 
fashion. It Just shows some of the things you may. do to show that 
you try to ba reverent in certain places and at certain times. You 
will notice that there is a .question at the top. of the scale, and 
at the side the answer may be given in several different ways. That 
will be your way of measuring. It is a scale distributed along five 
points. Let us auppose we have anoth^i' questiori which we will all 
answer together. The. question is **Do you show patriotism when the 
flag goes by?*’ I will write the question on the board and we will 
make up the scale for measurement Just a^s you have it on your paper. 
"Almost never" is the first point, the lowest on the scale. We 
will suppose that during the last five years you have had thirty 
chances to show patriotism when the flag' passed you in a parade.
If in the thirty times you had shown patriotism by saluting only 
twice, you .would mahk anX in the f-irst square at the right of the 
question. But if you had saluted the flag about eight times you 
would mark the X in the second square which says "once in a while."
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But just supposing that out of the thirty chances to show
patriotism in this way you had saluted 14 or 15 times, then you
would know that you had shown patriotism of this, kind about half
the time, and you would mark your conduct in the middle square.
If you had the habit of saluting the flag, but were sometimes careless,
so that you missed eight or nine times out of the thirty, you would
mark an X in the square which says “as a general rule,*' If you are
quite sure you would almost never fail to salute the flag when it
passes you, you would be able to marie anX in the square which says
“nearly always.” We might answer many more questions about showing
patriotism when the £lag goes by in the same manner. When you answer
the question, you are thinking about your own conduct, not'what you
think you ought to do at such a time, but just exactly what you do
*«»
when you are given many chances.
Now you are ready to mark yourself ’ according to the scale you 
have on the papers in your hand. Think carefully. Mark only one 
square in each line. IT you make a mistake and wish to change 
afterward mark an 0 in the square which is wrong, and mark the right 
one with an X. Do not look at your neighbor's paper, this matter 
concerns only yourself. When you have finished the first page, turn 
the page and mark the next. Take time to think, but do not delay too 
long on one question. All ready? If you have a question after 
you begin, raise your hand. Ready. Go ahead.
The UsQ of the Scale in Religious Education.
This scale may best be used in the Church School or Week 
Day’ school of Religious Education, where the curriouli^ has 
reference to ideals and standards which a thorough understanding
of the points on the scale involves.
The Self-Rating Scale should not be ^sed by ‘itself. A scale 
similar Iri construction and covering the same items should be used 
by teachers or those who are fatnlliar with the habitual conduct 
of the persons using the scale. The scale should be used over 
a period of time covering at least five observations in each 
activity measured for the same pupils using' the se\f-rating scale.
A comparison should be made with' the ratings of at least three 
judges on the same pupil, and composite made of the three judgments. 
Another comparison should be made with the self-rating, and essential 
discrepancies noted. A conference should be arranged with each 
pupil, and the ratings considered from the standpoint of as great 
accuracy as possible. The pupil should note the points at which 
he needs to improve his conduct in conformity with'standards generally 
accepted.
After at least three months'time has elapsed, the scale should 
be used again, following the same procedure as the first time. The 
pupil should be acquainted with his rate of progress, so that he may 
make conscious effort toward a constantly higher ideal.
S'-
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Summary of Chapter V.
This chapter describes the method of construction of a 
Character Self-Rating Sca3.e for use In Religious Education.
The data from which the scale was constructed was secured from 
boys and girls listing their '*Ten greatest temptations.'* The 
sixteen traits listed' were reduced in number and arranged in 
order of frequency. A selection was made of the trait "Reverence" 
because it is a trait which specifically belongs to the Church to 
instill. A'scale was constructed with values stated in relatively 
objective terms- Directions for use by teacher or adult leader 





This Chapter will describe in detail the setting up and
carrying through of an experiment showing the use of the Rating
Sc*ale, the construction of which was described in the last chapter.
The description of this experiment is not for the purpose of proving
the’value of the scale or the efficiency of its use. It is merely
an illustration of a phase of its use in a local church situation,
and in connection with a specified curriculum plan*
A* Statement of Problem*
Since the t^rait reverence is the particular problem with 
which this thesis deals-, the most useful way in which to make 
experimental use of the scale would be in connection v/ith an 
actual problem in a Church .si,tua=tion.
The problem of securing reverence in conduct and in attitude 
In the church has been increasingly difficult in churches where social 
and recreational programs are carried on. In the words of one Church 
School teacher:- "It is hard for'^pys and girls to have a feeling of 
reverence on Sunday in a place where th'ey have played every other 
day in the week," This condition exists, as a natural result of the 
effort to promote and supervise the recreational life of children 
and young people, when spiritual values have not 'been adequately 
safe-guarded. *. ,
A Church situation where the above conditions exist 'in an 
exaggerated form was used. The Church School was delected as the 
experimental field for the following reasons:
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(1) The character traii "reverence” is one which it is peculiarly, 
the task of the Church School to develop).
(2) The selected unit of curriculum,-material to be used during 
the experimental period is one which correlates with an'd is 
supplementary to, the regular curriculum of the school.
(3) The period usually given to devotional expressional activity 
of the school, furnishes a time and occasion for the period of 
experimental training.
Statement of Experimental Problem;
Will the use of a selected unit of subject-matter bearing 
on religious and ethical concepts of Reverence, as found in 
the general curriculum of Worship, produce in pupils of High 
School Age, definite measurable progress in,-
(1) Acquisition of Infofma-tion relative to reverence.
^ (2) AttitiJdes toward sacred things.
(3) Desirable conduct where reverence in its spiritual 
and ethical sense may be expected.
B, Description of Experimental Method:
The one-group methnd was selected because of the difficulty 
of securing a control group in which the experimental subjects co.uLd 
be adequately equated.
Two experimental factors were made use of, special curriculum 
material, versus no .curriculum material.
Three test types were used in measurln_g progress. (1) A test 
in Religious Ideas, for the purpose of determining the amount of 
religious knowledge about God, Prayer, etc. (2) Self-Rating 
scale to be used by the experimental subjects in judging their own 
estimate of reverence as shown in conduct. (3) A Teacher-Rating 
using the same items as the Self-Rating Scale.
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Llmltatrons of the Experimental Problem:
ll) The subject-matter of which the curriculum consists,
limited in scope to a very small amount of the available
material*
(2) The primary emphasis on the religious, rather than the 
ethical aspect of the problem of reverence.
(3) The results of the tests to show only a relative 
measurement because of the difficulty in presenting natural 
life situation in which the subjects may be tested.
The Selection of Experimental Subjects:
The group of Church School pupils Intermediate
Department of the Church School was the grou£/„hich the subjects 
..ere chosen. It was necessary that the entire group be allowed 
to attend the periods of experimental training if they so desired, 
but out of the large group a small humber -ere taken for purposes
of the experiment.
The group-wae equated as far as possible on the basis of:
(1) Age, twelve to fifteen years.
(ki) Religious training.
(3) Public School greae.
The period for training was conducted on Sunday afternoon 
at five o'clock, the same time that the Senior and Young Peoples 
group meet for a oevotlon&l service- The period -as one hour 
in length, and the time of experimental training extended over
ten weeks time.
The initial and final tests were as follows:-
OHTOfH" School test 89
GENSHAL INFORIIATIOE:
Name • .......... . Date ...............motith day year 
. *.......... Sex ....
month day year
first name last n^meAge last Birthday........D&t& of Birthday
Present Day-Sohool Grade or class ..... D^ay
Qity........... State-.......-... Church Denomination....... .......... _• •
Sunday School .................. ........  Sunday School Teacher...........
How many years have you attended Sunday School? .... .
HOW many months have yo.u attended a week day school of Religion? ........
Do you have Family Worship? ... Every Day? ... Sundays? ... Special Days?
^he^folloling are lists of statements about the nossihls’
1 Pofid fhrouffh tlie preliminary statement and the ten possihle answerf lilted heiow. Mark an X in front of the five answers 
which you think are the best. ON- TH2
2 After marking the five best answers, go through again and 










regard the Lord's Prayer as ^''X a convenient form of expression in prayer.
----  the prayer which Jesus prayed in Geth^emane.
our bast bommon expression in prayer, 
the prayer which J.esus taught to His disciples, 
a bed-time prayer for children, 
a model prayer from which ^we *learn to pray.
'a praver to use only in group worship. tt t
a prayer which expres'ses our relationship to the Heavenly














».A o-y ---- -------------------------------------------------------- --------------------
a form of worship in which all may join, 
a necessary part of religious observance. nnoT^ia means whereby all may help in the spread of the Gospel, 
an opportunity for the organist to play his best music, 
a form of worship carried on only by the minister and ushers 
an opportunity for us to make a thank-offering to God. 
the onlv way in which the Ohurch can be supported, 
a means of personal sharing in the work of God s Kingdom, 
a form of worship which benefits both the one who gives and 










ChrA^tian Church is "T
)____  a huilding with a steeple and stained-glass windows.
) ____ a sacred place where Christian people ne^et to worship Cod.
)____  an organization of Christian people for the Purpose of
promoting the Kingdom' of God.
)____ a place where the? minister may preach and pray.
)____  an organization established by Christ when He was upon earth.
)____  an organization which spreads the Gospellto all parts of
the world.
___ an organization established to promote fUame of denomination)
)____  an organization established to polleot money for missions.
)____  an institution which stands for" the highest and best in­
terests of the community.
)____  a place where common thoughts and feelings may be shared
by those who love God.
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II. V7e think of God as
f __  a loving Heavenly Father.
( )____ the ruler of the angels.
f ) , , the judge of sinful people.( j____ 'Creator of all things.
( )____  Onfe_who compels us to be good.
( )____ One who 'punishes us when we do- wrong.
( )____ One whth whom we may work to make the world better.
{ )___  the author of the Holy Bible.
( )____ one to whom we give prayer and praise in services of worship
{ )____ one who shares our tbou^ts and pizrposes in the direction of
right living.
III. We think of Jesus Christ as
( )___ a character who lived in Biblbo times.
( )___ one who died on the cross to save mankind.
( )___ one who came to earth to teach men to know and understand God
( )___ a Divine being who worked strange miracles.
( )___ the founder of the Christian Church.
( ___ one who protects us from the anger of God.
( )___ our example and teacher for every day life.
( 1___ a friend whose presence and power is felt by his followers.
( )___ God*s greatest gift to mankind.
( )___ one whose work was Tiever finished because he was put to death
IV. We pray to God because
( )____ we need His care and protection.
( )____  the Church teaches us to pray.
( )____  we need to know and share God’s purposes.
f )____  Jesus taught his disciples to pray.
{ )____ we should thank God for what he has done for us.
[ )____ we need close and loving fellowship with God as a Father.
( )____ prayer keeps us from yielding to temptation.
( )_ __  We nebd direction in our every day life.
( )____ we need forgiveness for wrong-doing.
( )____ we want to be sure of going to heaven.
7, Reverenoe is
( ) ___ any aot or thought which shows a 'high ama holy attitude
toward God.
f ) ___ showing respect to parents and old people.
( ) ___ going to church every Sunday.
( ) _giving money for the poor.
f ) ___ doing oiEe's work every day the- "best one can.
( ) ___ giving quiet attention during services of worship. '
t 1 ___ thoughtful study of the Bihle.
( ) ___ v/earing one's best clothes to’Church.
( ) ___ having ^od .manners when company comes.
( ) ___ keeping God's name holy.
VI. We mean by sin
( ) ___ any act of thought which we know, is not .right.
■( ) ___  breaking the Ten Commandments.
f ) ___ not bellev-ing ±n the Bible.
( ).___ wrong whioh we oould not help doing.
( ) ___ deliberate disobedience when we know'the right thing to do.
t _ any aot- by which we 'deliberately cause another to 'do wrong.
( ) ____ wrong-do'ing. which is found out.
f ) __  any act or thought which is a disobedience to the laws of God.
( ) __  the desire -to' do wrong.
VII. Wp study the Bible because
( ) ___ it gives facts about ancient history.
( I shows how God has led men to gradually understand Him better.
( ) ___ it teaches us to love and serve our fellow men.
f ) ___ it gives rules of right and wrong.
( ) ___ it tells of the life and teachings of -Jesus.
I ) ___ it contains some of the world's best literature.
f ) ___ it is written down exactly as God spoke the words.
f ) ___ it gives examples of lives of men who obeyed the will of God.
( ) ___ it tells how the wicked will be punished wl^n th^ die.
( ) ___ it gives us principles upon whioh v/e may determine right
Gonduot.
VIII. Wa bow our heads and close our eyes during phayer so that
( ) ___ other people may see how religious we are.
f ) ^___ we may show respect to God.
f ) ___ God may hear us-better that way.
^ ) ____ we may ’shut' out everything else and think only of God.
j ) -___  we may keep the customs started by the early Christians.
j ____  we may pray with our hearts rather than just 'wi1h our lips.
I ) .___  we may follow the regulations for worship which are used by
the Church.
^ ) ___ we may create in ourselves a feeling which helps us to
worship.
f ) ____ we may worship God iSy our actions as well as by our words.
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K. At any ©ervloa of worship which we attend, we should r"
f ) ___ listeh quietly and thoughtfully to the massage which is
given*
f ) ___ use the opportunity to visit with our friends.
f ) ___ "use our own judgment about observing the customs of worship*
J ) ___ join heartily and slnaarely In singing and scripture reading*
( ) ___ feel free to look about oirwhisper if the subject is not
interesting.
( ) ___  pause for a moment of prayer at the opening of the service.
{ ) ___ make criticisms of the leader if mistakes are made.
f ) ___ run about or talk loudly arfter the service if we want to.
( ) ___  pray silently to ourselves or follow the prayer made by the
minister*
f ) ___  regard the altar, pulpit, and baptismal font as sacred symbols*
Z. A thoughtless or Irreverent use of the name of God or sacred meanings 
is wrong because
f ) __ It shOTTS a lack' of good breeding.
[ I __  it puts evil thoughts in the minds of those who hear it.
( ) __  the dame of God and sacred things should be kept holy.
( ) ___ It is offensive to Christian people.
f ) __  it is a sign of,bad manners.
( ) ___ It leads to all kinds of <?rlme and wickedness.
f ) __  it makes one angry*
f ) ___ it is a sign of bad temper'*
) ___ it Is a dlsrespeot toward that which Christians love and
cherish*
f ) ___ it may prevent a true attitude of worship toward God.
Z-I. We honor the minister as a leader of worship because
f ) ___ the sermons he preaehds give us messages from God.
f ) __  he makes long prayers.
f ) __  he 'has dedicated his life to the service of God.
f ) __  he gives most of his money to charity,
f he acts as God'^s messenger'in dlraoting us in daily living*
f ) ___ he wears clothes which show that he la holy.
f he has given long years to the study and understanding of
the Bible*
f ) __  he makes calls on the poor and sick.
f ') __  he spends the greater part of his time In the church.
( ) ha IH one whom we may trust to teach us how to know God.
ZII, We may heat observe Sunday as a holy day by
f ) __ wearing our best clothes.
f ) __  taking a walk in the country.
( ) '__  attending church regularly.
( )  __reading or studying that wa may learn to know God hatter.
( ) _^ Visiting with our friends and relatives*
f'- ) __^'getting rest which we need so we may work better other days.
f- 1 ^ teaching a'Sunday School Class.
f staying alone all day so we will not be tempted to do wrong.
( J _ _worshipping God hy prayer and song, alone and with others.
( I ___worshipping God hy learning about nature*
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'SBIJ* RATTTTG SGAT.-R.
Name .................................. ...... Date ......
Age last "birthday.......... Grade in Public School.,
Are you a member of the Church.,....  Date joined....
Sunday School.............. . Sunday School teacher
DIRECTIONS;
Read through 'the following questions referrijig^'iio your own conduct.. 
Place an-X in the column at the right which gives the--true answer 
as near as yuu can judge#
Q U-E S T. I. 0 N S ANSWER
l^-DO YOIT SHOW REVERENCE IN





1* Entering the room quietly?
2# Observing silent prayer at 
. the opening of the service?
3. Giving attention to the 
sermon?
4. Refraining from whisper­
ing?
5# Joining in the responsive 
reading?
6, Joining in congregational 
singing?
7# Bowed head during prayer?
8. Careful handling of any 
Church property such as 
hymnal?
9. Not fumbling with personal 
possessioBS such as hand­
kerchief?
10* Not turning around to gaze 
at people?
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QUEST I 0 IT S
II* DO YOU 'SHOW A REVEREHT 














1* Care ful study oflthe lesson?
2* Maintaining silence during 
prayer,?
3* Joining in responsive reading 
and. songs as requested by the 
leader?
4. Respectful attejition during 
tte reading of the Scripture?
5. Bowed head and closed eyes 
during prayer?
6* Sitting and standing in order 
during-Assembly?
7* Careful handling of Bible, 
hymn-book and lesson text?
8. Passing quietly and in order 
to the lesson period?
W V — UUUXOI
quietly and efficiently?
10. Not giving attention to
distractions which may occur?
ft U E S T I 0 HS  ANSWERS.
Ill, DO YOU SHOW A REVERENT ATTITUDJ






NOT IN PROGRESS BY:
1, Not playing in or on pews?
2, Talking in a quiet or subdued 
tone of voice? -
3, Not running or ju32^ing about 
the suditprium?
4, Careful isandling of any church 
furnishings?
5. Not playing with Altar, pul?)it, 
or baptisml font? -
6t Not drumming on piano or other 
musical instruments?
7, Not marking or defacing walls 
or floors?
8, Not slamming doors or making 
unnecessary disturbance?
9, Restoring articles used to their 
proper places?
10, Considering it a personal duty 




IV. Do you show deference .and respect 
toward-parents, teachers, and 





1. Giving prompt attention when 
addressed hy them?
2. Prompt, unquestioning obedience 
to reasonable requests?
3. Offering a seat In a crowded car 
or room?
4. Standing when an older parsons 
enters the room?
6. Quiet and courteous response to . 
questions.
6, Lifting cap or bowing in recog­
nition on the street?
7. Not contradlctihg the opinions of 
elders?
0*. Not interrupting during conver­
sation.
9. Offering assistance when needed 
without waiting to be asksi^?
10. Speaking courteously of them when 
not in their presence? 4.. • 1 V
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RATIKG SCALE.
-Name of pupil rated .............................. date........ • • •,
Name of person rating............................
Add re e s of per s on rat mg
DIRBCT IONS' - -
Read the following questions deferring to conduct. Place an X in 
the column at the right which in yoUr Judgment shows the true answer 
as to the. habitual conduct of the pupil you are -rating.
ft UESTIOlfS A N S W CO
I. DOES HE, OR SHE. SHOW REVERENCE






1. Entering the room quietly?
2. Observing silent prayer at the 
opening of the service?
3. Giving attention to the sermon?
4. Refraining from whispering?
5. Joining in the responsive 
reading?
6. Joining in congregational 
singing?
7. Bowed head during, prayer?
8. Careful handling of any Church 
property, such as hymnal?
9. Not fumbling with personal 
possessions, such as handkerchief?
10. Not turning around to' gaze at 
people?
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a tl S 6 t 1 6 HSS ANSWERS
II, DOES HE, OR SHE SHOW A REVEI^NT 








1, Care ful study of the lesson?
2, Maintaining silence during 
prayer?
3, Joining in responsive reading 
and songs as requested by 
the leader?
4, Respectful attention during the 
reading of the -Scriptures?
5« Bowed head and closed eyes 
dujring prayer?
6, Care'ful handling of Bible, 
hymn-book and lesson text?
7, Sitting and standing in order 
during Assembly?
8, Passing quietly and in order
lesson period?
9, Performing any assigned duties 
quietly^and efficiently?
10, Not giving attention, to distract!: 





a U S -T J 0 IT s A H S CO
III. DOBS HB, OR SHE, SHOW HBVBREHT
ATTITIDB VS CHURCH WHEN* SERVICES ARE 






1. Hot playing on or under pews?
2. Talking in a quiet or suMued 
tone of voice?
3. Hot running or jumping atput 
the auditoriuxn?
4. Careful handling of any
Bhurch furnishings?
5. Hot playing with Altar, pulpit, 
or baptismal font?
‘
6. Hot drumming on piano or other 
musical instruments?
7. Hot marking or defacing wills 
or floors?
■
8. Hot slamming door§ ef making 
unnHcessary disturbances?
9. Restoring articles used to 
their propers places?
10. Considering ot a personal duty to 
help maintain a beautiful House 
of Worship? • ,
Q.TT B S I I 0 N S A H S W B. 1^ S
IV. Does he, or she show deferenoe and 
respect towards parents, teachers 





Giving prompt attention when 
addressed?
2. Prompt, unquestioning obedience 
to reasonable requests? ^
3. Offering a seat in a crowded oar 
or room?
4. Standing when an older person 
enters the room?
5* Quiet and courteous response to 
questions?
1 * ‘ '
6. Lifting of cap or howing in recog­
nition on the street?
7. Hot contradicting the opinion of 
elders?
6. Hot interrupting during oonversa- . 
tion?
9. Offering assistance whan needed 
without waiting to be asked?
10. Speaking courteously of them 
when not in their presencet
loi
Brief analysis of the local situation In which the experiment
was worked xiut:
The Church in which the experiment was parried on has a 
membership of about eighteen‘hunared, and a Church School with 
an enrolm'ent of approximately eight hundred. The, Church 
School meets at t«elve. o'clock following the preaching, service.
~ 'T Until the time of' the beginning of the experiment, the 
Intermediate department of= the School had been meeting for its 
Asserpbly period with’the Senior and Young People'^ groups in 
a crowded vestry where disipline was almost^ impossible, and 
a worship Service in the true sense of the term^cpuld not be 
carried on because of the habitual disorder. To an observer, 
it seemed that the older group were mainly responsible for 
the disorderly conduct, but the entire group were disorderly, 
and there did not seem to be any sense of the meaning of 
reverence or worship.
On the -first Sunday of the beginning of the preliminary 
meeting of the experimental group, the Senior and Young People 
Departments -were moved into the Church auditorium for the 
Assembly period, lealolng the Intermediate Department in 
the Vestry which is entirely adequate for that group. The 
teacher by whom the experiment was conducted was also in 
charge of the Assembly period of the Intermediate Department.
For the first few we^ks after the separation of the depart­
ments, the disorder in the Intermediate Group was perceptibly 
increased. The older members of the Intermediate,group- seemed 
to imitate the conduct of the older group which had formerly
ao2
been in theil? assembly. There was some dissatisfaction on 
the part of t^o OLf the classes that they had not been included 
in the Senior Department. The ieachen who was expected to 
supervise the group, took charge of' the assembly periods,
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putting on simple worship services, tout attempting no 
comment on the disorderly -Conduct, and enforcing no rules of 
discipline. For the sake "of the effectiveness of the experiment 
it seemed um«lse to enforce 'd chhnge in conduct that- might 
be changed gradually through the establishment of recognized 
standards. Unfavorable comment on the ^disorder of the- group 
was made on the part of several teachers and church' officials 
which probably served to become a large irrelevant factor in 
the experiment.
The organiz'ation hf the experimental group was attended 
by many difficulties. It was found that the' group from "which 
the experimental subjects* were chosen were imthe habit of 
returning ta the church Sunday afternoon,-and playing there 
until time for the evening service. This practice had been going on 
for a long period of time, and since the group were unsupervised 
by adult leadership, the result had been that the boys and girls 
looked upon the place as a play-house, and the time on Sunday 
afternoon as a legitimate opportunity to have as much fun as 
possible.
No attempt was made to coerce the group into attendance 
at the meetings planned. The fact that the group would be 
organized was announced by the assistant Pastor at the Church
school session, and after the initial organization had been 
effected, an announcement was given in the Church Calendar.
There was a very small attendance at the first few meetings 
of the group, but interest seemed to be gained from the beginning, 
in spite of the evident opposition on the part of those who were 
not Hilling to give up their play time- When, finally some of the 
Church officials realizing the condition of,affairs, forced the 
boys and girls to attend the meeting of the group or leave the 
building, there was a consequent disturbing affect on the discipline 
of the group. The enforced attendance was only maintained for two 
weeks, after that time attendance being wholly voluntary. The 
fact that a large number were not present in the group from the 
beginning of the experimental training, made it difficult for the 
teacher to carry out the details of the curriculum as planned and 
had a very evident affect on the results of the experiment. The 
situation has been thus described in detail in order that there 
may be no misapprehension as to the results which the experiment
ShOnS .
The Experimental Training.
It 'found necessary to use at least three periods for 
preliminary organization of the group, in order that there might 
not be too many irrelevent factors Introduced by the organization 
of a new group, at an unusual time of day. It was planned that 
during these preliminary periods no material should be introduced 
which should have a bearing on the subject matter of the experimental 
curriculuf^, or the material to be included in the initial tests. A 
brief description of the preliminary periods is as follows:
Period !•
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Aim: To become acquainted with the group and to furnish points of
contact nhich will facilitate the organization of the group.
The attempt -was made to realize the aim in the following manner:
(1) By use of a brief period of song, responsive reading, 
and pray^er.
(y) By use of biographical and ethical stories.
Method:
A few b^ief introductory remarks were itiade in explanation of 
the reason for the meeting of the group. After some discussion, 
it ..as decided to call the group "The^ Intermediate Fellowship 
Group."
Tno well-known hymns,-"Reloioe Ye .Pure in Heart," and 
"I would Be True" were sung; 'a responsive reading from Paalm H4 
was read, and a short prayer offered, after which the following 
stories were told:
(1) Leo Tolstoy, A Friendly ‘Neighbor.
(2) "Three Questions" by Tolstoy in "Twenty Three Tales."
(3) "where Love is, God is. " " " " "
Period II,
Aim: To continue to study the group, to-become acquainted to a certain 
extent with conduct of Individual members of the grodp,- and to 
discover ideas and attitudes of importance i'n. making the initial 
rating 
Method:
The nearness of the birthday anniversary of Lincoln made it 
feasable to use this period a's a patriotic service.
Two hymns were used in opening,- "Marching with the Heroes"
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with a brief analysis of the words; and The Battle Hymn of the 
Republic” with a brief account of hOw the hymn happened to be 
..ritten. A responsive reaaing arranged from The Gettysburg 
Address was used following a short prayer. A group of short 
stories from the Life of Lincoln, and the "Perfect Tribute," 
closing with the singing of '‘America."
Period III.
Aim; To effect a more permanent organization of the group, and 
to continue observations in the interests of the initial tests.
Method:
The fact that this period, happened tb fall on Washington's 
Birthday, gave'an opportunity for the Carrying on of another 
Patriotic Service. Several members of the group who had been 
regular in attendance were allowed to participate in,-leading 
in Responsive reading, and the telling of short incidents from 
the Life of Washington.. The attendance at this session was very 
small on account of a severe storm coming just at the hour .of 
the meeting.
The Subject Matte-r of the Experimental Training Period.
Aim: The selection of such subject matter from Biblical and
Extra-Biblical sourpea as will tend to develop a constantly 
deepening sense of reverence for those things which the 
Christian religion regards ^s sacred in form or meaning.
Sources from which the curriculum material was obtained:-Biblical,
Christian Art, Christian Music, Christian Symbols, Church Architecture,
Church Services 'of worship.
Method used in developing subject-matter with the' group.
(1) Class discussions based on as-signed material 
(b) The Study of “great masterpieces <in art ai^id music.
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(3) The interpretation of Christian Symbols. 
(4j The telling of short stories.
(5) Tests.
The Lessons as taught may be 'briefly outlined as follo.;s:
Lesson I. Initial Tests.
Introductory Talk,- Worship and Life.
Aim: To introduce the subject matter to the group, and to
discover common interests, Ideas and attitudes upon which
to build the lessons.
I. Introductory Talk:
1. The purpose of our meeting.
(1) To study some of the Important matters 
connected with our Church life.
{a) To understand more completely the meaning 
of the things we ordinarily do in 
Church worship.
ki. worship, a part of life.
(1) One-seventh of our time in the days we 
'«»ork'and play is set apart for worship.
(ki) We may worship at other times and other 
places than the Church.
(3) worship may be observed:
a. At any time,
b. At any place.
c. By all people.
3. Conclusion: worship is therefore a part of life.
II. The use of the -Multiple Choice tQst,-fifteen minutes.
III. The Use of the Self-Rating Scale,-twenty minutes. 
Evaluation:
The introducto2?y talk nas not entirely successful. There was 
not a good response on the part of the group as a whole. Three
iW
or four pupils only took part In the disoussion. It did not 
seam wise to make use of more questions which might have brought 
a more general response oh the part of the group, heoause of 
the time needed for the tests.
The multiple Oholoe test was received with a great deal of 
interest and enthusiasm on the part of the group.- ..They worked 
-quietly and rapidly with very few questions, the entire group 
finishing in the designated time.
The use oJf the Self-Rating Scale was not so successful, due 
largely to the failureoon- the part of the teacher to make 
adequate explanation of Its Significance and the method of use. 
The general spirit of the group seemed to he that they were to 
thke account of their merits rather than accurately rate their 
conduct.
Lesson II. Worship and Religion.
Aim: To put into a simple definition the essential meaning of 
the term "worship” and to discuss the essential factors 
with which worship deals, 
li Introduction:
1. The Church a distinctive building in a town or city.
(1) Its spire., - symbolic significance.
.(S)" Stained ^ass windows.
3. The Church, an organizatldn.
(l) To worship as a group of Christian people.
(S) To spread the Sos'pel that dthers may worhsip.
II. “Body of the Lesson.
1. When we worship God.
■“■S. With the group in Church.
3. With the family at home'.
'4, Alone when we piay or think of God.
III. Elements of worship.





(4) Sorlpture Reading.(5^ Sermon.
2. Worship alone.
(Ij Morting^and evening devotion.
(2) Quiet thohght.
(3) Work well dene.
3. The meaning of worship.
(1) Knowing about God*
(2) Feeling toward God.
(3) ' Itotng note that show reverence.
IV. Conolusion:
A d'efinitinn of worship stated by the group.
"Worship is knowing about God, feeling toward. 
Him, shown by prayer, praise or 'quiet thought 
alone or with other people."'
Evaluation:The aim of this lessofr was apparently realized. The Intro- 
duotion was necessarily It^nger than the outline indioates, because 
of the lack ,of general knowledge on the pari of the group. Much 
Interest was shown in the developme'nt of the body of the lesson, 
and some questions were asked by the group showing that there 
was a feeling of*Interest, partly aroused by the test given the 
week i^^fore.
Lesson III. Worship, Our -Heri-tage from the Hebrew Religion. 
Aim: To study the development of worship briefly, as it is 
revealed in the Old '^estAment, and ta trace essential 
elements as we find them in wor^ip today.
I. Introduction:
1. Our reason for an Interest in the history of 
worship.(1) '^hat we may know how other people have 
thorught ^out God.(2) ' i£hat wentmay find out how we' happen to 
* wofBhlp In the way we do.
2l The Christian Worship has its origin in Old 
Testament timers.
(1) The Old Testainent our source.
(2) Our purpose justified since it is a 
Book of Religion commonly used.
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II. Tha Body of the lesson (Pupils use Blhles)
*1. Earliest period of Worship as shown in the 
Old Testament.
(l) Places and time for worship.
(-8) Leadership ihr worship,-head of the 
fsimily.
8. Later period of Hebrew worship.(l) The Ar^ of the Covenant.
ar. Its plaoe in Hebrew history, 
b. Its significance./S) The Temple.
a. Its place In Hebrew History
b. Its significance in Hebrew History.
3. Great TSaohings of the Hebrew in regard 
to Worship.(l) The worship of one God.
(S) Prayer, mostly regarded as forgiveness 
fof sin.(3) Sacrifice,-purification.
('4) The responsibility of the individual 
for his attitude toward "God and holy 
things*(5) The organization of the group for. 
worship as directed by God.
4. Contributions of Hebrew Worship to our Time.fl) A building^ in'which to worship..
■a. The altar, 
b. The Pulpit, 
o. Symbols.(S) Services of worship.
a. The Psalms, used for responsive reading.
b. Old Testament sermon texts.
0. Songs of praise, hymns, anthems,
d. Prayer.(3) Greatest contribution, one God, regarded 
as holy and worthy of reverence.
III. Conclusion.
The Old Testament is a record which tells us who the 
Hebrew people thought ab'out God and worshipped. Prom the 
study of the Old Testament we learn that we have gained 
many elements which are .important in our worship today, 
the most important being the idea of one God, who was 
holy, and whose power was to be recognized. The Hebrew 
people used a building especially sOt apart for worship, 
and establish certain forms of worship, from whioh we may 




This lesson was rather toe -Oiong to make its value very 
permanent. The olass was evidently interested in the material 
and especial interest was shown in the comparison of certain 
Pshlms with common hymns, in the hymnal*
Lesson IVk fforshlp. Its Development in New Testament Religion* 
Aim: to develop the spiritual progression in meaning-and form 
as worship is found in the New Testament, particularly 
from the life and teachings of Jesus*
I. Introduction:
1. The meaning of New Testament religion.(l) The purpose of Christ's coming.
a. Infulfillment of Old Testament promises, 
h. A' new revelation of the meaning of god. (S) A fulfillment of Old Testament ideals.
2. Meaning of New Testament,-"New Covenant''.(l) The meaning of the New Covenant in Jesus* day*
,(2) The meaning of the New Covenant today.
II. The Body of the Lesson:
1. Places of worship as learned from the Gospels.(1) The Temple. *
(2) The Synagogue.
(3) Out-of Doors,
a. On the Mountain* 
h. At the sea^-side.
o. Ppom a ship Jesus preached.(4) In a home.
2. Services of Worship.(1) Scripture reading.
(2) Hymn-singing.
(3) Prayer - Lhrd's'Prayer.
(4) Preaching - Sermon on‘the Mount.
(5) Offering.
(6) 'Sacraments, - Baptism, communion.
III. Conclusion:
Jesus Christ gave a single universal principle of 
worship when He said, - "God is a-spirit, and they that 




The aim of this lesson was prohahly reached for a large 
number of the group. It was found diffioult to handle as much 
scripture material as the teaching of the lesson demanded on 
account of the difficulty the group found in handling the Bibles. 
The conclusion was stated by the teacher hpt was not analysed.
Lesson Y. The Christian Qhurch^ A Stronghold for Worship.
Aim: To show how the Christian Church historically has fostered 
worship In meaning, form, and expression.
I. Introduction:
1. Our knowledge of how the members of the early 
Church carried op their worship.
(1) Historical accounts, secular history.
(2) New Testament history.
2. How that knowledge was transmitted.
(1) Ihspriptions - catacombs
(2) Letters.
('3)" Historical records.
II. Body of the Le^spa*
1. The development of the Christian Church.
(1) Place of worship.
a. First met in .homes and hiding places 
to escape persecution.
]j. Adoption of Roman Bascilic^.
b. Later development of «^jaifio form 
of building, (.use of-pAptures.)
(2) The adaptation of the building to form 
of worship, carried on.
2. The organization of the Christian Church.,








(3) Development of symbolism





We owe much that we find in our church’today 
to the work of the teachers and preachers of the 
early days of Christianity. Our Church- in organ­
ization and outward form has come dcwn to us with 
few changes from those day's. It was because the 
people of the early church wished to preserve the 
sacred meanings which they held holy that many of 
our symbolic forms exist today.
Evaluation:
This lesson was not taught throu^ in the form outlined 
because of disciplinary difficulties, A large number of older 
boys and girls who had not before attended the meetings of the 
group were forced to attend by some pf the Church authorities. 
They came in after the group had been started wih the lesson, 
bausihg much disturbance, an-d wi th the evident intention of 
breaking up the group# The teacher, instead of enforcing dis­
cipline, asked the (di:sturbe:ra to leave the room, and when the^ 
refused to do so, dismissed the entire group. After the group 
had been dismissed, a Small group composed of those who had 
been in regular attendance since the first meeting of the group, 
came back, to the room and asked that the lesson be finished for 
them. This was done, and it rot dnly served to show tte interest 
of the ones who came back, but gave an opportunity to develop; 
a sense of loyalty and responsibility among those who were so 
evidently interested in the training#
{■
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Lesson VI. Church Membership, Its Meaning Today.
Aim: To reinforce spiritual values gained from the preceding 
lessons, and make applicati'cn to the local situation.
1. Introducti oi.
1. The regard in which the Church as an i nstitution 
is held today.
(1) Valuaticn of property. ■
(2) Considered as necessary to Coramunity.
2. The development of the Church organization today.
(1) Membership.
(2) Influence.
11. Body of the Lesson,
1. The study of pictures of several church buildings.
(1) Distinctive architecture,
(2) A study of the spire.
(3) A study of a Church window.
2. Our best, reasons for Church membership.
(1) To be a part of the organized group for 
Christian worship,;
(2) To have a share in the.spread of the Gospel.
3. Our duties as members of the Church.
(.1) To take part sincerely and reverently in 
services of worship.
(2) To share in the support of the Church by 
giving.
(3) To train for places of leadership in later 
life.
III. Conclusion.
The Christian Church today is one of the greatest 
organizations which the world knows. Its membership 
involves responsibility and privilege on the part of 
individual members.
Evaluation:
The group was much Interested in the pictures from which 
the study of Church architecture was made. For that reason 
there was probably an over-balance in the proportion of the 
lesson, and the latter part of the lesson was not so carefully 
developed as the first . Attehtion and interest were well susta-lned*
■> i:'
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Lesson VII* Worship ard Its Expression In' Christian Art*
Aim: To shew bov/ the use of art h’as been an expression of
reverence, and to stimulate Its appreciation vicariously 
through a study of Hofmann's "Christ in Gethsemane."
1* Introduction:
1* The place of beauty in worship,
(1) The beauty in architecture*
(2) The beauty in color aid form in the windows,
2* How beauty helps us to worship,
(1) Leads u s to think of God.
(2) Leads us to appreciate the things God has 
given us*
II. The Body of the Lesson.
1. The contribution of the artist to worship*
(1) His work the result of long years of study-,
(2) Must first know and feel the beauty before 
he can represent it*
(3) Must have a message or thou^t to represent,
(4) His work faithfully perfprmed a form of 
Worship in which we may participate*
2. Brief interpretation of "The Bayof Judgment," 
from pagan art,
(1) Universal elements which we recognize,
(2) The meaning of these elements*
(3) Elements which this picture lacks to 
make it a great Christian masterpiece,
3. A Study of Hofmann's "Christ in Gethsemane."
(1) The message of the picture.
(2) Ways in which the picture helps us know God.
(3) Haw the picture helps us to worship,
4* A brief study of Durer's "Praying Hands."
(1) Story of how the picture happenBd to be 
painted.
(2) Hew a human experience may becone a 
beau.tiful thing when represented by the 
artist.
III. Cone lus ion :
Closing with a short prayer which serves a summary 
of the spiritual meaning of the lesson.
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Evaluat ion :
The lesson seemed to accomplish its aim for an average 
number of the group. The use of the picture from pagan art 
was probably not wise in view of the aim of the lesson. It 
awakened a great deal of Interest because of its correlation 
with historical studies in the Hi^ School. However, it 
seemed to detract from the more spiritual elements which the 
lesson was designed to teach.
Lesson 5/111. Worship a.t)d Its Expression in Music.
Aim: To give facts regarding religious which will
develop' appreciation, and shew how music is a universal 
expression of reverence and devotiai.
1. Introduction.
1, The place of music in Ohurch services of worship.
(a) The Pipe organ.
(2) The piano
(3) Voices.
2, The place of the Hymnal in worship,
(1) Songs of praise .
(2) Prayer.
(3) Story or fact,
11. The Body of the Lesson.
1. Music in early worship.
(1) The song of Moses and Miriam.
(2) Paslm 91.
(3) The Magnificat.
2. Music in the history of the Church. (Demonstrated..)
(1) The work of Ambrose ,-Ambro si sn Chant.
(2) Gregorian Music.
(3) The work of Palestrina.
3. Forms of music we use and their meaning,
(1) The h:mn (music of several humns analysed)
(2) The Gospel Song.





4. Analytical study of hymn,- "O Bay of Rest and 
Gladness."
(1) Author.
(2) In-terpretatiOn of words.
(5) How this hymn helps us to worship.
III. Conclusion :
We make use of music as one of the finest ways 
in which to worship^ because it furnishes us with 
many of the elements needed in worship. Music may 
be used by everyone, whether they causing or 
not as a-means -of worship.
Evaluati on :
This lesson was apparently one of the mos.t successful that 
has been taught, from the standpoint of interest, participation, 
and ddvotion. There was an attendance of nearly fifty, on a 
stormy afternoon, when it would require a greater effort to 
maintain order and Interest. Several members of the group 
remained after dismissal to ask questions which showed that 
there had been attention and understanding.
■* 15
Lesson IX. Religious Symbols and Worship.
Aim: To give meaning to certain common symbols of worship 
.used in Churches today, and to develo|r^ and emotional 
attitude toward them which will tend to find its expresslcn 
in conduct showing reverence.
1. Introduction: Story,- "The Church that Preached
a Sermon,"
11. Body of the Lesson.
1. Religious Symbols-- in Old testament times.
(1) The Ark of the Q-Ovenant.
(2) The High Priest and His symbolic robes 
(Use- of pictures for demonstration)
2. New Testament Symbols and thei r Meaning.
(1) Baptism.
'(2) The sacrament of the Lord*s Supper.







4. The symbolism of action in our worship.
(1) The bowed head during prayer.
(2) Standing for song and responsive 
reading.
(3) Sitting to hear the sermai.
(_4) The benediction.
III. Conclusion:
The long history through, which our Church has 
come has provided us with many beautiful meanings 
ifihich are expressed in hidden ways, but which whena 
■we understand them, gome to have dee p s igni'f ioance 
for us, and may be used to help us in our tthocrght 
of God, and in showing c5u r feelings toward sacred 
thi ngs.
Evaluation :
This lesson wan only partially successful in the accomplish­
ment of the aim. It seemed exceedingly dif'ficuLt to create a 
feeling of the seriousness of the meanings which were' presented. 
The pictures presented for stpdy did not seem to create the 
Interest which was expedted. The conclusion was- well stated 
by three members of the class, and after the dismissal, several 
remained to study monograms and small symbols for which there 
whs no time during the lesson period.
Lesson X. Pinal Tests.
The attendance for final session was artificially 
stimulated in order to bring the attendance as high as possible. 
Announcement was made of the service at the Church School 
Session, and at most of the individual classes. .It was also 
casually announced that there would be a surprise at the close 
of the session, with the intimation that the surprise meant 
refreshments. This measure was necessary in order that as many 
as possible of those who took the initial tests would be in
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attendance for the final tests. O&ly sixteen tpok the initial 
tests, but there was an attendance of over forty at the session 
when the final tests were given.. It was cnhsldered • be s t to 
allow the entire group to take the te'sts, both for the sake 
of the morale of the group, a nd because it .would be d^ifficult 
to keep the groups separate. Fourteen of the same pupils 
taking the initial tests were present, so that a total record 
of fourteen was kept.
In spite of the fact that so large a number of the group 
had not taken the tests before, there was generally good 03?de,r 
.ti\rou^out the period. The procedure used on the first tests 
was repeated exactly.
The use of the Teachej»-rating Scale W9S extended over a 
period of four or five weeks for each rating. The Ratings of 
two^ teachers were used and a composite made which constituted 
the final rating. It was impossible t o make use of other 
teacher ratings because there was no opportunity to train 
teachers in the use of the scale.
In sane cases where it would be difficult to rate a 
pupil in each of the points listed in a natural situation, an 
artificial situation was set up. For example,- pupils were ■ 
given opportunity to offer assistance, in getting the room ready, 
passing out Bihles and hyiynals , and clearing up the room after 
the meeting of the group and at sessions of the School,
When no offer of assistance was made, certain pjpils 
would be asked to help and" the manner of reply general
attitude noted.
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Irrelevant Factors t o be accounted for In stating the Results 
of the Experiment,
An Irrelevant factor is any influence operating during 
the experiment which server .to-affect the experimental factor 
either favorably or unfavorably in such a manner as to make a 
possible change In the results of the experiment. During the 
working of this experiment, there were many such factors which 
could net be eliminated or equated. It is therefore necessary 
to take account of the most prominent of such disturbing influ­
ences before stating the results of the experiment.
(1) One of the largeel; irrelevant factors which could not be 
eliminated during the v/orking of the experiment was the habi­
tual disorder, evidently of long-standing influence, during 
sessions of the Church School, and particularly during tie 
assembly period, or service of worship. Standards for dis­
cipline were low, an3 habits so strongly set that a change
in conduct could not be immed iat el y brcu ght about. This fac­
tor probably l^articu lar it y affected the use of the Rating Scsles.
(2) Kie fact “hat children and young people were allowed to play 
In the church building on Sunday afternoon made regular attendance 
and classroom discipline almost impossible.
(3) The results on the final Multiple Choice Test were probably 
affected by at least two sermons preached by the pastor during 
the period of training, at services.'attended by a majority of the 
of the group, the content of the sermcns tending to reinforce the 
subject matter included in the experimental training.
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(4) The fact that a number of the adult members of the Church 
commented both favorably and unfavorably on the training of 
the group aad the conduct ,of the pupils may also have served 
as^fen irrelevant factor by influencing the pupils toward 
either a kindL y or unkindly attitude regarding the training, 
Theije may also have been quegti m or comments in the home which 
would operate in the same manner.
(5) The amual drive for Church membership culminating at 
Easter time came during the period of experimental training, 
and without doubt produced an emotional effect which would 
constitute an irrelevant factor.
(S') The bias of the teacher due to interest in the problem 
may have affected the accuracy of the Teacher Rating.
Table t. - Initial and Final Scores on 
Multiple Choioe Test
fufn INITIAL PIHAL- CHANGE'
TlST T^T ^ .
1 108 121 13
2 120 169 39
3 108 119 11
4 144 162 18
5 106 138 32
6 103 132 29
7 134 127 -7
8 143 166 23
9 IBO 163 3
10 108 184 16
11 119 148 29
12 121 144 . 23
Uo. 12 Sum .of change 229
Mean Changes 19.8
Table II - Initial "and PinaT Scores on
Self Rating Scales
TOIL ■ ■ rsiTm PINAI CHANiN
TEST TEST,
1 118 88 ?sjb;
2 118 137 19
3 97 113 16
4 138 139 1
6 136 94 -42
6 148 116 -32
7 139 146 7
6 163 166 2
9 142 128 -14
10 131 141 ^0
11 144 113 31
12 -151 97
Ho. 1^ Sum of change 8 -64
Mean Change - 12*8





















































Table IV - Changes made by Pupils in ^ Multiple Choice Test and
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Resttlta of the Tests;
The foregoing tables indicate the statistical results 
showing changes between scores on the initial and' final teats. 
The first oonoiaaion to be drawn is very obvious,-rthat there 
were far too few cases to mak.e the statistical data reliable.
Table I shows that the changes resulting from the use pf 
the multiple choice test are positive, indicating a general 
progress with a mean change _of 19.08 points on a possible 
score of 160 points.
Table II shbws that the changes resulting from the use of 
the Seif-Rating Scale -are negative to the extent of 154 
points with a mean or average change of -12.8. This means 
that in the second rating the pupils rated themselves lower
X
than on the first rating, indicating a general decrease in 
desirable conduct after the first rating.^Suoh a result would 
seem to mean that the Self-Rating is unreliable, and therefore
i
it is not given further consideration in the statistical data.
Table III shows the changes resulting from the computed 
composite scores of two teacher's ratings. The changes show'a 
positive change of 31.08 points indicating that from the 
teacher rating there was a consistent change in the direction 
of desirable conduct after the first rating. This is on a 
possible score of 180 points.
1. See page 10}^for explanation of this statement. '
2. See page 127.
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Table IV shows a compariSDn. of changes by pupils, In .the 
Multiple Choice and Teacher Rating. The coefficient of correla­
tion of the changes is found to be-^d?, indicating a low 
correlation or degree of correspondence between the two series 
of changes.
Table V. constitutes a summary of' the statistical data 
resulting from the changes in the Initial and final scores of 
the Multiple Choice and the Teacher Eatings.
The, standard deviation of changes in Test I, the Multiple 
Choice Test is 10.4 showing that approximately 68%'irf^^e 
changes in score fall between the mean, 19,08 and 10.4.
The Standard Deviation of the Mean, or SDM measures the relia­
bility of the mean. In this case the amount is found to be 3.0, 
and since the amount Is relatively small, It is likely that 
the variation is small among possible means when a larger number 
of cases ar« used. Tha Experimental Factor I, or EFl, being 
the absence of training, or specific subject ma-tter-, the mean of 
EFl is zero. The mean of BF2 is i9-'08, and the difference is 
therefore 19.08. The standard deviation of the difference^ SDD, 
which is 3.0 indicates that probably 68%of all the differences 
determined from many repetitions of this experiment would fall 
between 19.08 and 3.0. The Experimental Coefficient or SC, 
which is 2.28 tells us that we may be 2.28 times practically 
certain that the true difference is above zero.
1Q6
A aimllar study of the statistical measures involved 
in the use of data obtained from Test II or the Teaot^r Rating
iI
needs to "be interpreted.
The standard deviation of the change's in this case, is 
8.07, which means that approximately 68% of all the changes 
fall between the mean, 31.08 and 8,07. The standard deviation 
of the mean shows the unreliability of the mean to be 2.33, 
a relatively small variation, showing the variation among 
possible means to be very small. Experimental Factor I, or BPl 
as in the case of th^ Multiple Choice t^st^ is the absence of 
training so the mean of KFl is zero, and the EF2 being 31.08, 
the difference will be 31.08. The standard deviation of the 
difference is computed to be 8.33, the same as the standard 
deviation of the mean. This signifies that probably 68%of 
all the differences determined by many repetitions of this 
experiment would fall between 31.08 and 2.33. T-he experimental 
coefficient which le found to be 4.8 shows that we may be 4.8 
times practically certain tliat. th« true difference is above 
zero.
The Sub.leot Matter;
An examination of the lesson plans and the evaluation 
of each lesson, made after the teaching of the lesson would 
lead one to conclude that the subject matter as used was not 
entirely satisfactory,' There were two reasons for thls,- 




infornifition which was assamed at the beginning of the experi-t 
ment; and second, the units ef subject matter were top large 
to give an adequate unders'tanding of the material, and to 
give unity and oohere^iQ® "to "tlie material*
Hon-»-Statlstical Results:
The results'shown by the statistical data do not constitute 
all the results gained by the experiment* Personal conferences 
were held with practically every member of the experimental 
group* The reason for the large negative result shown in the 
use of the Self-Rating Scale was evident when the pupils volun­
tarily explained that at the first Rating they did not realize 
the seriousness or the meaning of the items on which they were 
rating themselves* At the time of the second Rating they had 
begun to realize something of its-significance, and so tried 
to rate themselves more accurately- In nearly every case a 
desire was expressed that an opportunity be given for a third 
rating, after another period of time. During the conferences 
some very Intelligent questions regarding phases of the curriculum 
material were ask-ed* One boy suggested that it would be well 
for the group to wort out regulations for the handling of Bibles 
and hymn-boots, after the manner of those used in connection 
with the flag. Another aste'd that sometime in the future, a 
series of lessons be taught bearing oh the historic develop­
ment of Church creeds and services of worship,
The greatest observable progress was the change in condn-ct 
during the Assembly period of the Church School. This was 
gradually effected, but so perceptible as to be a matter of 
comment on the part of most of the officers and teachers of 
the school.
Befb'he the oia>ae of the experimental period, worship services 
wera baltig oonduoted by tha toys and girls tbamsalvaa in a 
qaiat, dignified manner, although they ware not euffioiantly 
traineSl t;o handle worship material adequately. Thao@zperlence 
of assuming a place of leadership seamed to give a realization 
of tha need for cooperation of tha entire group in an effective 
or even satisfactory yjorship service. The great need of the 
group at this point is for the training in preparing and conducting
services of worship.
General Conclusions;
(i) The ntimber of pupils comprising the-experimental group 
was too small to furnish reliable data .upon which to 
state results.
(^) The data which is used shows a negative result fro^n t^ie
use of the Self-Rating Scale, making its use seem undeser- 
able owing to a lack of sufficient training in its use; 
the results of personal conference show that the second 
use of the scale was considerably more accurate, indicating 
that training might make its use to some dggree reliable.
f3)' Th® Teacher. Rating and Multiple Choice testa show a
progress in a positive direction, hut with a low correla­
tion 'between the two*
(4) The curriculum material used during'the period of 1;raining 
while evidently meeting a need on the part of the group, 
was not carefully planned to give the greatest values in 
coptent and moaning*
The experiment may therefore ho regarded as not wholly 
successful from the standpoint of its aim, hut if regarded 
as a preliminary study may furnish a "basis for the'working 
of a larger experiment, building on the evident weajcnassea in 
the first attempt at work with such a difficult problem.
Recommendations for ffurther Experimentation;
in view of that fact that the experiment showed that It 
met certain recognised heeds, but failed in many respects 
throu^ Unforeseen circumstances. With this preliminary study 
as a basis, we therefore make the following recommendations 
for a j^rther trial of the experiment;
(1) That the experiment be set up and operated with a group 
of four or five churches, in order that the Irrelevant 
factors produced- in a local situation may be somewhat 
equalised, and that the new elements may further test the 
reliability of this method.
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f8)\ That tha axparimantal subjects ba instructed in groups 
of at least 20 - 26 pupils each.
(3) That the period of experimental training be at least eight 
months in length, and that the curriculum material be 
revised and extended to last that length of time.
(4) That a period of preliminary training of at least four 
weeks be given in the use of^the i$elf Rating Scale.
(6^ That Church School teachers and leaders be given specific 
training in the use of the Rating Scale In order that its 
use may be as accurate, as possible.
(6) That the scale be revised to include more items, and that 
«• •
the scale of values be more clearly defined.
(7) IThat the Multiple Choice Test ,be .revised and altered in 
view of the resuP-ts of the -foregoing experiment.
(8) That instruction and leadership, in the construction .and 
carrying, on of worship seryicaa in the Church School be 
correlated with the experimental training.
T
General Simnary:
It has "been the purpose of this Thesis to show the place 
of Character Analysis in Religious Education as’ it may he 
facilitated hy the use of a Character Rating Scale, We have 
attempted to show the reteSrency of the prohlem hy an analysis, 
in the first chapter,of modern "tendencies'which indicate a 
need of character education. In the second chapter we have 
given a brief historical sketch showing that character analysis 
of some sort has been a part ofxlife since very earliest times. 
The third chapter gives in a brief manner hn account of the 
development of methods of Character Rating which have been used 
up to the present time. The fourth Chapter is intended.to 
serve as a defence for the argument in favor of character 
analysis in Religious Education, showing how it is a part of 
Christian training in accord with the Philosojihy of Personalism. 
The fifth chapter gives in, detail the method' of development of 
a Self Rating Scale for use with High School 'Students of 
Religious Education, together with explicit directions for 
its use in a Church or Week Day Schedl The last chapter is 
intended to show by an objective illustration how the scale 
has been used in an ordinary situation. It does not claim 
to have produced scientifically accurate results in favor of, 
the Self Rating Scale, but on the o^^r hahd, illustrates its 
limitations, and recommends a i^ore reliable and valuable use 
to which it may be put.
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The general conclusions with which we close the 
discussion show that Character Self Rating has value for 
Character training in Religious Education, hut that the use
^yv-
of such an instrument demands training and careful experimental 
use before its greatest values may he discovered.
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